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The problem facing the United Sates electric power industry today can be
attributed to society’s ever increasing demand for energy, environmental concerns with
reliance on fossil fuels, and uncertainty about an aging infrastructure’s ability to cope
with increasing demand for energy. Existing control systems for power plants are rigid
and lack the capability to provide optimal operation with increasing amounts of
requirements placed on the power plants, prompting the need for a more adaptive, robust
control system.
The object of this thesis aims to develop and present an optimized control system
based on the concept of Multi-Agent Systems (MASs), which have been applied to other
complex problems in the power industry. This thesis applies a MAS distributed control
methodology to a large-scale power plant optimized control system, improving the
overall flexibility, autonomy, and robustness of the control system, which in turn
increases the efficiency and operation of the power plant.
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CHAPTER ONE
Introduction

In this chapter, the motivation and background for developing a multi-agent
system (MAS) for a power plant is given. Section 1.1 gives the motivation for the thesis,
which addresses some of the problems facing power plants in the United States. Section
1.2 describes some of the issues facing the development of flexible and adaptive control
systems for large-scale power plants. This section also explores some basic theory
behind solutions to these issues, aspects of which are addressed in more detail in later
chapters. Section 1.3 describes the previous work that was done in the same area to
improve large-scale power plant operation.

Finally, Section 1.4 describes the basic

breakdown and composition of the chapters comprised in this thesis.

1.1 Motivation
The problem facing the United States electric power industry today can be
attributed to society’s ever increasing demand for energy, environmental concerns with
reliance on fossil-fuels, and uncertainty about an aging infrastructure’s ability to cope
with increasing demand for energy.

There have been many solutions, born from

countless endeavors in research, aimed at solving America’s energy problem.

In

particular, this thesis looks specifically at the problem facing the existing infrastructure of
many of today’s power plants and introduces a method that allows plants to improve in
areas of operational efficiency, environmental efficiency, robustness, and adaptability.

1

The last major energy crisis in the United States and around the world occurred in
the 1970s. During this time, the major concern facing nations around the world fixated
on the issue of how to deal with increased demands for energy coupled with interruptions
and unreliability of the fossil-fuel supply chain. As a result of this crisis, many nations
were forced to take a hard look at their energy policies and come up with a plan to
achieve and sustain energy independence. Since 1970, the United States has been able to
meet the increased demand for energy, especially in the area of electricity generation, in
part, because of the introduction of a number of new fossil-fuel power plants over the
years, and recently, with the introduction of new alternative energy solutions such as
wind and solar power. However, it is important to note that contributions from all
renewable sources only accounts for about 10% of overall electricity generation in the
United States [1]. In contrast, contributions from fossil-fuels accounts for about 70% of
overall electricity generation in the United States [1]. This stark contrast highlights the
degree to which electricity generation in the United States currently depends on fossilfuels.
Increased environmental pressure to reduce emissions has placed added pressure
on the electric power industry’s ability to meet electricity demand. Although there is an
abundance of domestic fossil-fuel in the form of natural gas and coal [1], [3], continued
use of these domestic resources in fossil-fuel power plants has proven to be costly and
problematic.

New coal fired power plants will have to be designed with added

environmental protections to reduce the plant’s emissions, and older coal fired power
plants will have to be either retro-fitted with the same environmental protections or
retired at the end of their operating lease [1]. With more and more fossil-fuel power
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plants scheduled to be retired in the future, new power plants brought online and
remaining power plants will have to manage their operations more efficiently in order to
meet rising demand for electric power.
In addition to the problems mentioned above, the current electrical power industry
is also faced with an internal problem of how to properly maintain an aging
infrastructure. The electric power industry’s infrastructure can basically be broken down
into three areas, power generation, power transmission, and load demand. Two of the
problems associated with an aging infrastructure are increased frequency of blackouts
due to the unpredictability of faults, and the possibility of failure due to a terrorist attack
or natural disaster [2]. Although these problems would invariably affect any network
regardless of the amount of preparedness, the problems are markedly worse in an aging
infrastructure and have the potential to occur even when the network is not under extreme
stress.
The issues mentioned above are just a few examples of some problems in today’s
electric power industry. To explore all the problems would be beyond the scope of this
thesis, but illustrating some of the problems helps give context to the purpose of this
thesis. This thesis focuses on the problems underlying operation of large-scale power
plants, and aims to introduce a new method that allows power plants to operate at a
higher level of efficiency, robustness, and flexibility.

1.2 Background
It is already known that the overwhelming majority of currently operating power
plants are fossil-fuel burning power plants, and according to the Energy Information
Administration (E.I.A) Annual Energy Outlook report (2011) [1], natural gas-fired power
3

plants make up the majority of new capacity in electrical generation in the future. These
large-scale fossil-fuel power plants have an operating capacity between 500MW and
1200 MW and consist of numerous interconnected subsystems.

To operate more

efficiently, these power plants often have to meet conflicting requirements that under
current control schemes is hard to accomplish. This section provides context to some of
the conditions that prevent power plants from operating at their maximum efficiency and
gives an introduction into some of the solutions, which are explained in more detail later
in the thesis.

1.2.1

Complexity of Large-Scale Power Plants
Large capacity power plants are able to generate anywhere between 500 MW to

1200 MW of power.

These plants are often very complex in size with numerous

interconnected subsystems. Over the last two decades, due to a number of electricity
generating fossil-fuel plants going offline, more and more of the remaining electricity
generating fossil-fuel plants in the United States have been asked to operate closer to
their peak capacities. Table I highlights this phenomenon. Electricity generation from
coal sources accounts for nearly 45% of the total electricity generated in the United
States. Table I shows that from 1990 to 2007 the net peak capacity of coal-fired power
plants increased by 2.25% by an amount of 6,821 megawatts (MW).

Electrical

generation from coal-fired power plants, however, during the same time period increased
by 27.1% from 1,572,108 Gigawatt hours (Gwh) to 1,998,390 Gigawatt hours (Gwh).
This shows that coal-fired fossil-fuel power plants were being asked to provide more and
more power to satisfy increasing demand while relatively few new capacity additions
were being made to the largest sector of fossil-fuel power plants. Fossil-fuel power
4

plants operating closer to their peak capacities for long periods of time puts more strain
on the system, which can often lead to more failures of routine system components [2].
Table I: Capacity and Generation of Coal Electrical Generating Power Plants, [4], [5].

Year
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007

Net Summer Capacity from
Coal Electrical Generating
Power Plants (Megawatts)
302,296
302,480
304,288
304,959
306,096
306,043
308,089
308,479
310,891
310,735
310,197
309,779
311,048
308,999
308,826
308,999
309,211
309,117

Total Electrical Generation
from Coal Power Plants
(Gigawatt hours)
1,572,108
1,568,845
1,597,713
1,665,464
1,666,276
1,686,056
1,771,972
1,820,761
1,850,193
1,858,617
1,943,111
1,882,826
1,910,612
1,952,713
1,957,187
1,992,053
1,969,737
1,998,390

Under this stress, fossil-fuel power plants need to be able to operate more efficiently so as
to minimize stress on the components, which increases the lifetime of the plant.
However, fossil-fuel power plants also want to be able to produce as much power as they
can and at the same time satisfy other objectives such as reducing pollution. As a result,
what we have here is the introduction to a multi-objective problem.
The large-scale fossil-fuel electric power unit (FFEPU) under consideration in this
thesis is a 600 MW oil-fired drum-type boiler turbine-generator unit. The main overall
composition is made up of a drum-boiler, six recirculation pumps, two forced draft fans,
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furnace, two condensate pumps, a combined booster, boiler feed pumps, turbine, and
generator. In this thesis, the large-scale FFEPU has been modeled as a twenty-third order
fossil-fuel plant with thirty-three subsystems [6]-[10]. The subsystems are divided and
distributed between four main modules consisting of a boiler module, turbine module,
condenser module, and feed-water module. Chapter 2 discusses the overall model of the
600 MW FFEPU as well as its four main modules in more detail.

1.2.2

Operating Objectives
The idea of fossil-fuel power plants achieving optimal operation naturally lends

itself to a multi-objective problem, where a plant must satisfy numerous operating
objectives, such as consistent load following, fuel conservation, extending the life of
equipment, reducing pollution, etc. [11], [12]. These objectives tend to be in conflict
with each other and are by no means fixed. As conditions change, objectives can be
changed, replaced, or added. A good example of additional requirements being placed on
a power plant would be the requirement for fossil-fuel plants to annually follow emission
limits in order to comply with federal law. Traditional multi-objective optimization
techniques can solve the multi-objective problem for fossil-fuel power plants, but these
techniques tend to be computationally burdensome and cannot be implemented in realtime for large-scale power plants [13], [14]. However, there has been recent interest in
certain heuristic optimization techniques such as Evolutionary Computation (EC) and
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO). According to [13], [15], [16], [17], both of these
algorithms are capable of providing quality solutions and can be used to implement
optimized solutions for a fossil-fuel electrical generating power unit (FFEPU). These
algorithms are discussed in detail in Chapter 4.
6

1.2.3

Control Methodology
Typical control methodologies for FFEPUs that take a centralized approach or

loosely decentralized approach cannot manage the enormous complexities of a largescale power plant and at the same time provide the power plant with optimal operation
[18]. FFEPUs under these control methodologies can be susceptible to entire failure
when one individual system fails [18]. Recently, there has been interest in Multi-Agent
System (MAS) applications in the area of Power Engineering. With a MAS control
methodology, the system can be built to be flexible, robust, and extensible [19], [20]. A
MAS is a system that consists of two or more intelligent agents. Each intelligent agent in
the system is responsible for his or her own individual task, and with the collective
completion of other agents’ individual tasks, the overall goal of the system can be
reached. Thus one of the most important properties of MAS is that no one intelligent
agent knows the overall goal of the system [19], [21], [22]. With these properties, a
FFEPU under MAS control can better adapt to changing objectives and additional
requirements placed upon its operation.

The intelligent agents in the system work

together to reduce coupling between many of the distributed systems in the FFEPU, and
thereby the FFEPU is better able to handle the complexities of its many distributed
systems [21]. In this thesis, a MAS control methodology is applied to a 600 MW FFEPU
to make it more adaptive and responsive. A more detailed discussion of MAS properties
as well the implementation and results of its application to a large-scale FFEPU are
discussed in Chapter 7.
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1.2.4

Control Frameworks
Common control frameworks for large-scale power plants typically take one of

the following three forms, boiler-following control, turbine-following control, and
coordinated boiler-turbine control strategies [21], [24].

There are benefits and

disadvantages associated with each framework.
In boiler-following control, the boiler controls the FFEPU’s main steam pressure
and the turbine controls the FFEPU’s generator output. The advantage of this approach is
that the FFEPU has a fast response to load changes because the turbine utilizes stored
energy in the boiler to provide an immediate load response. The disadvantage, however,
with this approach is that the FFEPU’s throttle pressure takes longer to reach steady-state
since the boiler has to react to the turbine. As a result, the plant is not as responsive to
changes in desired pressure.
In turbine-following control, the turbine controls the FFEPU’s main steam
pressure and the boiler controls the FFEPU’s generator output. The advantage with this
approach is that the FFEPU is better at maintaining stable loads since the turbine sets a
constant pressure. However, because of a constant pressure, the boiler takes longer to
respond to increases in load demand. Thus, the FFEPU has a slower generation response.
Coordinated boiler-turbine control was introduced in the 1950s in response to the
disadvantages of boiler-following control and turbine-following control and has since
become a standard control method used in FFEPUs. The basic concept of coordinated
boiler-turbine control is to keep the boiler and turbine operations synced by providing
them both with a common set-point that reflects the current desired output of the FFEPU
[24]. This approach allows the plant to respond to quick load changes as well as maintain
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stable pressure and temperature responses. This thesis applies a coordinated boilerturbine control scheme to a 600 MW FFEPU.

1.2.5

MAS Distributed-Control Structure
The coordinated-control scheme that this thesis employs requires a common

demand signal or set-points for power demand
temperature demand

, pressure demand

, and super-heater temperature demand

, re-heater
[21]. These

set-points are developed and used by three main control modules that together make up
the coordinated-control structure. Fig. 1 shows an example of the overall coordinatedcontrol structure.

Fig. 1: Basic Coordinated-Control Structure.

The coordinated-control structure consists of an intelligent reference governor,
feed-forward controller, and feedback controller. The intelligent reference governor is
responsible for generating the set-points for power, pressure, re-heater temperature, and
9

super-heater temperature. The feed-forward controller is responsible for feed-forward
control values and the feedback controller is responsible for calculating feedback control
values. Both of these values are then combined and sent as a control signal to the
FFEPU. To achieve a MAS control structure, these control modules are repackaged as
intelligent agents that cooperate with each other to control the FFEPU. Each control
module contains intelligent agents for each module of the FFEPU, which consists of a
boiler module, turbine module, condenser module, and feed-water module. A more
detailed discussion of the individual control modules, as well as the implementation of
the overall MAS control system can be found in Chapter 3.

1.2.6

Power Plant Steady-State Model Identification
In order to accurately generate optimal controls for a FFEPU that correspond to

set-points determined in a coordinated-control framework, a steady-state model of the
plant is needed [25]. Ideally, in a small-scale situation, the steady-state model could be
determined from the representative mathematical model of the plant; however with a
large-scale FFEPU that consists of many subsystems, the mathematical model consists of
high-order non-linear dynamic and algebraic equations.

Determining a steady-state

model from such a high-order complex system is not practical, and thus there needs to be
another method for realizing the steady-state model. To do this, this thesis outlines a
MAS approach that utilizes intelligent agents to monitor and analyze data, determine
feasible operating points, and develop a steady-state representation for a large-scale
FFEPU. One of the main tools used by the intelligent agents to develop a steady-state
model is the feed-forward neural network (FFNN).

According to [26]–[28], neural

networks have been shown to be very good estimators of nonlinear functions, and have
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been used in many other applications to model similar physical systems. Once a feedforward neural network (FFNN) is developed for the FFEPU, the intelligent agents in the
MAS work together to update and adapt the network to the changing conditions of the
plant [25]. Development of the MAS process for steady-state model identification is
discussed in more detail in Chapter 5.

1.2.7

Power Plant Dynamic Model Identification
Another problem with large-scale power plants is the realization of closed form

mathematical dynamic equations that accurately model the dynamics of the plant. The
attempt to find such equations can be difficult and at sometimes impossible without
making too many conservative assumptions. Without a model representation, additional
optimization techniques, e.g., real-time gain optimization, which improves the operation
of the FFEPU, cannot be achieved [29]. The difficulty in generating a dynamic model
lies in the generation of dynamic data that is representative of the actual operation of the
plant. This thesis presents a reliable method that can be used to generate offline data for
each subsystem of a FFEPU. Once reliable data is generated, dynamic neural networks,
which are very reliable at approximating dynamical responses, can be used to generate an
initial offline dynamic neural network model for a FFEPU. Dynamic model identification
is discussed in more detail in Chapter 5.

1.3 Previous Work
A considerable amount of work has been done in the past in the development of
multi-agent systems (MAS) for power plants. Some of this work includes development
of a mathematical model for a large-scale power plant [6]-[10] and small-scale power
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plant [31], intelligent control system for a large-scale power plant [13], [18], analysis of
the performance of different heuristic optimization algorithms [11], [12], and
implementation of a full-scale MAS system for a small-scale 160 MW FFEPU [29]. This
thesis expands upon this work to implement a multi-agent system (MAS) for a large-scale
FFEPU.

1.4 Scope of Thesis
This thesis expands upon the work in [13], [18], [25], [29], [30], [54], and
presents a multi-agent system (MAS) that is implemented in a large-scale 600 MW
FFEPU. The thesis is organized into eight chapters. Chapter 1 introduces the motivation
for developing a MAS for the FFEPU, gives a background of some of the problems
facing the development of flexible control systems for power plants, and presents some
ideas towards solutions to the problems. Chapter 2 gives an overview of the 600 MW
fossil-fuel electrical power unit (FFEPU), which is the power plant under consideration in
this thesis.

In this chapter, first the physical plant, comprised of boiler, turbine,

condenser, and feed-water systems, is described, and then the development of the
mathematical model for the plant is detailed.

Chapter 3 introduces the distributed

coordinated-control system for the FFEPU. This control system incorporates advanced
algorithms that are used by the different control modules in the system to optimally
control the FFEPU. Chapter 4 introduces two different heuristic optimization techniques
that are used in the distributed coordinated-control system to aid in the optimization
process. Chapter 5 details the development process for obtaining model identifiers for
both a steady-state representation of the FFEPU and a dynamic representation of the
FFEPU.

These model identifiers are ultimately used by control elements in the
12

coordinated-control system for performance evaluations and analysis. Chapter 6 details
the gain optimization process for each module of the FFEPU and presents a method that
can be used for an online adaptation process for updating both the steady-state model
identifiers and dynamic model identifiers. This process is important because the model
identifiers must reflect the actual operating environment of the FFEPU.

Chapter 7

introduces the motivation for using MAS to achieve flexible and adaptive control systems
and then proceeds to describe the process for developing the MAS for the FFEPU. The
FFEPU MAS in this chapter incorporates all of the tools and systems presented in the
previous chapters. At the end of Chapter 7, the results of the FFEPU MAS control
system implementation are given.

Chapter 8, which is the final chapter, draws

conclusions from the entire thesis and suggests future work that can be done to better
improve the FFEPU operation.
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CHAPTER TWO
Power Plant Model

In this chapter the 600 MW large-scale power plant that is the subject of this
thesis is described. Section 2.1 contains a description of the actual physical plant.
Section 2.2 describes the assumptions and methodology that went into developing a
mathematical model of the 600 MW fossil-fuel electrical power unit (FFEPU). Section
2.3 breaks down the mathematical model of the FFEPU in Matlab and describes the four
basic modules (boiler, turbine, condenser, and feed-water) that make up the plant.

2.1

Physical Description of Fossil-Fuel Electrical Power Plant

The physical fossil-fuel electrical power plant (FFEPU) that is the subject of this
thesis is a 600 MW oil-fired drum type boiler-turbine-generator unit [6].

A steam

generating component, a turbine component, and a generator component governs the
FFEPU’s basic operation. The steam generating component’s operation is governed by
the following: recirculation pumps, forced draft fans, induced draft fans, closed and open
heaters, condensate pumps, combined booster, and boiler feed pumps. Fig. 2 shows the
physical layout of the FFEPU with all of the major components. Each one of these
components is discussed below.
The steam generating equipment consists of an oil-fired, balanced draft,
controlled recirculation drum boiler.

At its maximum, it is capable of delivering

(lbs.) / hour (hr.) of steam at a pressure of 2600 psig and 1005
temperature from 625

to 1005

.
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and re-heater
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Fig. 2: Physical Power Plant.

To support the drum boiler, six recirculation pumps are used to supply the
required recirculation flow, four of which are capable of supplying sufficient
recirculation flow for the FFEPU at maximum load [6]. To support airflow, two forced
draft fans supply primary air and two induced draft fans are used to maintain the furnace
pressure at a desired pre-determined value. Open and closed heaters manage regenerative
feed-water heating that is required by the steam generating equipment. Two condensate
pumps along with combined booster feed pumps and boiler feed pumps manage feedwater flow [6].
The turbine component is a triple tandem compound single reheat unit, made up
of three turbines, each operating on a common shaft [21] at the same speed of 3600 rpm
with different pressures [6]. The three parts that make up the full turbine component are
a high-pressure turbine, intermediate-pressure turbine and two double flow low-pressure
turbines. To reach an output power of 600 MW, the turbine was designed for throttle
steam conditions of 2400 psig and 1000

, a re-heater steam temperature at 1000

, and

an exhausting pressure at 2 in. Hg absolute [6]. The generator component is directly
coupled with the turbine component and is made up of a 685,000 kVa, 3 phase, 60 Hz, 22
kV, hydrogen-cooled unit with 0.90 power factor [6].

2.2

Model Development

Development of a representative mathematical model for a typical oil-fired drum
type boiler-turbine-generator unit was done extensively in [8], [9], [32]. However, these
models did not account for power plant operation during emergency situations [6] that
could occur during the presence of faults, making the models too conservative. The
model presented here represents the work of [6], where extensions to the models in [8]-
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[9] were made in two areas. In the first area, extensive modeling of the condensate and
feed-water side dynamics was added. In the second area, extensive modeling of the
electrical prime motors, responsible for running fans and pumps, was added.

The

resulting model for a 600 MW FFEPU was validated against actual plant data in [6], and
validated and simulated in a Matlab environment [7].

2.2.1

Model Characteristics
The full mathematical model extended in [6], and initially developed in [8], [9] is

characterized by the following features:
•

The model was developed based on actual physical processes with
parameters coming from plant manufacturer data on material properties used
in the plant.

•

System nonlinearities were included to keep the model from being too
conservative, thus making the model valid over a greater operating range.

•

In order to provide physically realistic thermodynamic properties, steam
table property fits were utilized.

•

In most existing boiler-turbine models, modeling of the dependence of
principal plant components on voltage and frequency is not typically done.
This model incorporates such features and explicitly models principal plant
auxiliaries, such as fans and pumps along with their induction motors.

•

Another incorporation in this model that is not typical of other models is the
modeling of feed-water and condensate side dynamics.

In normal

operations, these dynamics do not significantly affect the system, however,
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in emergency situations with real power plants, these dynamics can
significantly limit the response and operation of the power plant.
•

This model was developed from a prototype of an actual current operating
power plant so that the model could be verified against actual plant data.

2.2.2

Description of Matlab Model
The Matlab model, simulated and validated in [7], is comprised of four main

modules consisting of thirty-three distributed subsystems. The four main modules are the
following: boiler module, turbine module, condenser module, and feed-water module.
Table II shows the distribution of the distributed subsystems between the four main
modules. The boiler module has twelve subsystems, the turbine module has eleven
subsystems, the condenser module has two subsystems, and the feed-water module has
eight subsystems. The model has twenty-three state variables and twelve control valves
associated with physical subsystems in the FFEPU [6], [8].

Table II: FFEPU Physical Subsystem Distribution.
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Each one of the control valves directly affects one of the main modules in the
FFEPU. Fig. 3 shows the overall FFEPU with the four main modules, control valves, and
physical subsystems. It is important to note that even though the plant is grouped into
four main modules, some of the physical subsystems in the modules are interconnected
with other modules. Some of the interconnections are also shown in Fig. 3. Control
valves are described in Table III below. Descriptions of the main modules along with
their physical subsystems are located in Section 2.2.3 to Section 2.2.6 below. The actual
mathematical dynamic equations that describe each of the physical subsystems and the
assumptions made for the development of the model can be found in [6].

Fig. 3: Large Power Plant with Boiler, Turbine, Condenser, and Feed-water Modules.

2.2.3

Boiler Module
The boiler module, shown in Fig. 4, is by far the most complex module of the

FFEPU consisting of twelve subsystems, which are forced draft fan, air preheater,
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Table III: Control Valve Definitions and Distribution in FFEPU.

induced draft fan, downcomers, furnace gas, waterwall, drum, primary super gas, primary
heater, spray heater, secondary super gas, and secondary heater as shown in Table II.
The boiler module in the 600 MW FFEPU is an oil-fired steam generating system and
reheat unit designed to produce 4,200,000 lbs. of steam per hour at a temperature of 1005
and main steam pressure of 2600 psig. It also features a high-pressure (HP) turbine
to 1000

that is increased in temperature from 625

. The boiler process described

below comes mainly from [6], [30].
In the boiler, the drum, downcomers, and waterwalls constitute the feed-water
recirculating loop that is used to maintain the drum water level. The drum water level is
supported by controlled feed-water that enters the drum below the water level from the
economizer. While recirculating water feeds the drum, evaporation that takes place in the
drum turns the water mixture into a steam-water mixture. Saturated steam from this
mixture leaves the drum and is passed through scrubbers, which remove liquid from the
steam. The resulting steam mixture is then sent to the primary super-heater. Saturated
water from the same steam-water mixture flows out of the drum and through the
economizer into six downcomers, which supply required water flow to the recirculating
pumps. From the recirculating pumps, the saturated water enters the waterwalls, where
heat from the furnace is used to cause evaporation. The saturated water is then turned
20

into evaporated steam, which leaves the waterwalls and enters the drum above the water
level to mix with the drum steam. The feed-water recirculating cycle between the drum,
downcomers, and waterwalls then restarts. In the furnace, hot gases that leave the
furnace transfer heat to the primary super-heater by radiation and convection. The gas
path then travels through the secondary super-heater, re-heater, economizer, and air
preheater, transferring heat by means of convection to each heat exchanger before
making its way out of the boiler through the stack.
The first heat exchanger in the gas path from the furnace is the primary superheater, which is located at the top of the flue gas path. The second heat exchanger in the
gas path is the secondary super-heater, which has outputs of main steam temperature and
pressure. The third heat exchanger in the gas path from the furnace is the re-heater,
which extends to three sections in the forward, top and back passes of the gas path. The
re-heater recycles high-pressure turbine steam in order to help it regain or restore lost
energy. The fourth heat exchanger to interact with the gas path is the economizer, which
is also the last stage of feed-water preheating before it enters the boiler feed pumps. The
fifth and last heat exchanger in the gas path is the air preheater which is located below the
economizer.
In the furnace, combustion of fuel with preheated air from the air preheater and
other gases is driven to maintain main steam pressure and main re-heater steam
temperature. The furnace has five levels of oil guns each consisting of four guns. Each
gun has tilt controls that control the heat exchange distribution and maintains re-heater
steam temperature. Fuel flow and air flow through the use of induced draft fan vane area
openings allow furnace pressure to be controlled.
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Fig. 4: Boiler Module [30].

2.2.4

Turbine Generator Module
The turbine module, shown in Fig. 5, is directly coupled to the generator and

contains eleven subsystems, which are shown in Table I. The main purpose of the
turbine is to produce power by converting thermal energy from steam, first, into kinetic
energy and then into mechanical energy. The turbine achieves this through a triple
pressure single shaft turbine, consisting of a high-pressure (HP) turbine, intermediatepressure (IP) turbine, and low-pressure (LP) turbine.
As steam enters each turbine section of the triple pressure turbine, energy is
extracted from the steam. This process starts when steam enters the HP turbine after
passing through a governing valve.
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Fig. 5: Turbine-Generator Module [30].

Upon exit of the HP turbine, steam is redirected to the re-heater to regain energy
before returning to an IP turbine after passing through an intercept valve. The steam
output from the IP stage is then directed toward the crossover pipe before entering the LP
turbine. With energy extracted from each stage, the total mechanical output is the sum of
the mechanical power produced in the HP, IP, and LP turbines. This total mechanical
output is then delivered to the coupled generator to produce electrical power and the
steam flow is diverted to the feed-water heater, deaerator and condenser [6], [30].

2.2.5

Condenser Module
The condenser module, shown in Fig. 6, consists of two subsystems, which can be

found in Table I. Steam from the LP turbine enters the condenser, a cooling device, and
steam condensate is discharged from the condenser at a temperature that is higher than
the steam saturation temperature. To achieve this, the condenser transfers steam to water
by letting it flow over cooling pipes. The heat from the steam is continually transferred
to cooling water from an outside source and is eventually dissipated into the source.
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Fig. 6: Condenser Module [30].

As shown in Fig. 6, the outside source in the considered FFEPU is the ocean,
which is often used as the cooling source. The condensate water is then fed from the
condenser, through two condensate pumps, to the low-pressure feed-water heater in the
feed-water module [6]. Condensate flow is then re-circulated back to the condenser from
the feed-water system.

2.2.6

Feed-water Module
The feed-water module, shown in Fig. 7, consists of eight subsystems, some of

which are low pressure (LP) feed-water heater, deaerator valve, deaerator, boiler feed
pump and booster pump, feed-water valve, and high-pressure (HP) feed-water valve. The
feed-water module recycles the feed-water flow from the condenser before it reaches the
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boiler. It also extracts steam from the turbines to help increase the temperature levels of
the water. The process from [6] is described below.
Water from the condenser pumps flows into the low-pressure (LP) feed-water
heater with the addition of steam from the LP turbine to help increase the water to
saturation levels [6]. The output from the LP feed-water heater is then fed to the
deaerator, a large open heater, with the addition of steam from the IP turbine. From this
point, depending on boiler demand, the boiler feed and booster pumps feed water from
the deaerator to the high-pressure (HP) feed-water heater. A feed-water turbine that uses
steam produced from the secondary super-heater operates the boiler feed pump. At the
end of the feed-water module process, feed-water is fed into the economizer from the
high-pressure (HP) feed-water heater.

Fig. 7: Feed-water Module [30].
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CHAPTER THREE
Fossil-Fuel Electrical Power Plant Control System

In this chapter, the control system for a fossil-fuel electrical power plant (FFEPU)
and its main components are defined and described. Section 3.1 gives an overview of the
overall FFEPU control system and basic functions of its main components. Section 3.2
details the functions and purpose of the coordinated-control process for the FFEPU.
Section 3.3 outlines and details the components of the reference governor design.
Section 3.4 details the feed-forward control process. Section 3.5 details the feedback
control process. Section 3.6 gives results from the FFEPU power plant control system
simulation.

3.1

FFEPU Control System Overview

For the 600 MW FFEPU considered in this thesis, a coordinated boiler-turbine
control framework was applied. This framework was chosen because of its combined
advantages of the boiler-following control framework and turbine-following control
framework, making the FFEPU control system faster, more stable, and more responsive
to load changes [24]. Shown in Fig. 8, the FFEPU control structure presented in the
following sections utilizes three basic control modules to implement a coordinatedcontrol structure. These control modules are the following: reference governor, feedforward controller, and feedback controller. An additional control module called a gain
optimizer is included in the overall FFEPU control structure to make system operation
more optimal, but the gain optimizer is not necessary to achieve the objectives of
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coordinated-control. Each one of the control modules in the FFEPU control structure is
incorporated into a multi-agent system (MAS) methodology in order to form a MAS
control system that provides flexibility, robustness, asynchronicity, and adaptability to
the overall system. The MAS control system is discussed in more detail in Chapter 7.

Fig. 8: FFEPU Control Structure.

In a coordinated-control framework, set-points are simultaneously provided for the boiler
and turbine modules of the FFEPU for a corresponding common unit load demand signal
. For the 600 MW FFEPU, the set-points are power demand
demand

, re-heater temperature demand

demand

.

, pressure

, and super-heater temperature

The reference governor generates the optimal set-points by solving a multiobjective optimization problem with conflicting requirements such as, load following,
fuel conservation, life extension of equipment, reducing pollution, etc. [13], [21].
Through the multi-objective optimization, a set of twelve control actions, which
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correspond to the different modules of the FFEPU, are also generated. For the 600 MW
FFEPU, the control actions are the following:
induced draft fan,
flow,

: forced draft fan,

: re-heater spray flow,

deaerator valve,

: fuel flow,

: combustor gun tilt,

: governor control valve,

: feed-water valve,

: gas recirculation,

:

: super-heater spray
: intercept valve,

:

: feed pump turbine flow. These control

actions correspond to the optimal set-points and are utilized by the feed-forward
controller to generate feed-forward control actions.
The feedback controller uses a series of proportional-integral (PI) control loops to
generate feedback control actions on the error between set-points

and

outputs (E, P, RT, ST) from the FFEPU. The use of PI controllers for feedback control is
quite standard in the control industry, as they are a relatively easy, low cost method of
achieving good control for most systems. However, one of the disadvantages to using PI
controllers is that they require tuning to find optimal PI gains. PI gain tuning is an
arduous task, requiring lots of time, and in a complex environment with different
operating regions like in a FFEPU, manual gain tuning is not sufficient to achieve
optimal PI gains. As a result, the effectiveness of PI controllers to the overall optimal
operation of the FFEPU can be limited. To solve this problem, this thesis presents an
gain optimizer that is responsible for providing optimal PI gains.
The gain optimizer, through the use of a heuristic optimization technique and
neural network identifiers, evaluates candidate PI gains in order to find optimal PI gains
for the PI control loops in the feedback controllers [13]. With the use of the gain
optimizer, optimal gain tuning can be achieved in real-time, thus maximizing the
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effectiveness of the PI control loops in the feedback controllers. The gain optimizer is
explained in more detail in Chapter 6.

3.2

Distributed Coordinated-Control for MAS

The control structure presented in section 3.1 represents an overall control design
approach to the 600 MW FFEPU plant. However, for a large-scale plant such as the 600
MW FFEPU, implementation of this approach cannot provide for a flexible and adaptive
operating environment. Instead, this thesis implements a distributed coordinated-control
structure for each module of the FFEPU, consisting of a boiler module, turbine module,
condenser module, and feed-water module. Fig. 9 shows the distributed coordinatedcontrol structure for the 600 MW FFEPU. The benefit of a distributed coordinatedcontrol structure is that it allows for the control updates to the different modules to be
asynchronous, which makes the control of each module more responsive and robust.
Also with a distributed approach, the plant can avoid complete failure of the entire plant
in the event of a single component failure, exhibiting graceful degradation instead of
complete failure. The distributed coordinated-control structure is incorporated into the
multi-agent system (MAS) presented in Chapter 7.
In this distributed coordinated-control structure, each module of the plant has its
own corresponding feed-forward and feedback controller. The reference governor, after
performing multi-objective optimization to generate optimized set-points, sends control
actions corresponding to the different modules of the FFEPU to their appropriate feedforward controllers. The feed-forward controller’s output from each module is added
with the feedback controller’s output from each module and sent to the respective module
in the FFEPU as optimized control actions. Out of twelve control valves for the 600 MW
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Fig. 9: Distributed Coordinated-Control Structure for 600 MW FFEPU.
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FFEPU, seven control valves operate the boiler module, two control valves operate the
turbine module, one control valve operates the condenser module, and two control valves
operate the feed-water module.

3.3

3.3.1

Reference Governor

Overview
The reference governor, one of the main control modules in the FFEPU

distributed control structure, is responsible for determining four mappings (MP) between
and set-points

power unit load demand

[21]:

•
•
•
•

.

The reference governor is also responsible for generating twelve optimized control
actions through multi-objective optimization that correspond to the optimized set-points
[13], [21]. The reference governor design and process, shown in Fig. 10, consists of three
steps which are:
•

Determination of feasibility operating regions

through

power-pressure operating window
•

Multi-objective optimization by particle swarm optimization (PSO) to
generate twelve optimal control actions
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•

Set-point mapping through inverse steady-state model of plant to generate
power, pressure, re-heater and super-heater temperature optimized set-points
.

The feasibility operating regions in the first step of the reference governor are the
minimum and maximum regions of operation for each set-point
control valve

that correspond to the given unit load demand

and
.

Each step in the reference governor process is discussed in detail in the following
sections.

Fig. 10: Reference Governor Design Steps.

3.3.2

Power-Pressure Operating Window
In general, before the reference governor can determine feasibility regions for a

given

, the power-pressure window for a given power plant needs to first be

generated. The power-pressure window is a collection of all feasible operating points
with admissible power outputs for the power plant that satisfy all imposed constraints
[13], [21].

For the FFEPU under consideration, an operating point is the pair

combination of constant control inputs and static power, pressure, re-heater and superheater temperature outputs from the FFEPU.
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Fig. 11: Power output responses with different pressure set-point conditions for a common
500 MW power set-point.

Fig. 12: Power Output Responses with different pressures for a common
600 MW Power Set-point.
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To find all feasible operating points for the FFEPU, the FFEPU’s power output
responses have to be simulated with various different set-points and when the system
response is in steady-state, pairs of constant control inputs along with the FFEPU’s
output form different operating points. Fig. 11 shows an example of various different
power output responses with different set-point conditions for a power set-point of 500
MW. In Fig. 11, each power output response forms an operating point. After all feasible
operating points have been found, only the operating points with admissible power
outputs, and steam pressure and re-heater and super-heater temperatures within
appropriate ranges are kept [13], [21]. For example, Fig. 11 shows that only power
output responses with steam pressure set-points between 2100 psia and 2400 psia were
able to achieve the 500 MW power set-point. Similarly, Fig. 12 shows that 600 MW is
not possible with steam pressure set-points under 2200 psia.
For a large-scale power plant such as the 600 MW FFEPU that is the subject of
this thesis, realization of the power-pressure window is very cumbersome. To find the
power-pressure window, this thesis uses the method proposed in [30]. The method uses
three computers for simulating output responses and one computer for monitoring the
validity and admissibility of those responses. The following set-point pattern was used
for the various responses [30]:
•

First, the power set-point is decreased at a step of 10 MW from 600 MW to
150 MW.

•

For every power set-point or every 10 MW, the pressure set-point is decreased
at a step of 50 psia from 2900 psia to 1400 psia.
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•

For every pressure set-point or every 50 psia, the temperature set-points are
decreased at a step of 20

from 1050

to 850

.

The above process is a time consuming task; for every 10 MW, there are over 300
different set-point combinations that have to be simulated. While computers simulate the
various power output responses with different set-point conditions corresponding to the
above pattern, the monitoring computer evaluates the responses to find the admissible
operating points. For an operating point to be admissible, the power output should follow
the set-point within 500 seconds (s) and the steady-state error should be less than 1 MW
[30].

Fig. 13: Power-Pressure Operating Window for 600 MW FFEPU [30].
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Fig. 14: Feasibility Regions for Control Inputs of 600 MW FFEPU [30].

Once this process is done, a power-pressure window can be generated. Fig. 13
shows the generated power-pressure window for the 600 MW FFEPU. This powerpressure operating window gives the range of operating steam pressures for each power
level in the 600 MW FFEPU. The temperature range for all power levels is 1359 degrees
Rankine (

) to 1459.67

(900

to 1000

). Re-heater temperature demand and

super-heater temperature demand for the 600 MW FFEPU are the same because of their
similarity in design and operation, thus they share the same range. For an example of the
power-pressure window, in Fig. 13, the power-pressure operating window shows that for
a power set-point of 450 MW, the pressure set-point can vary between 1880 psia to 2410
psia. Likewise, at a power set-point of 575 MW, the pressure set-point can vary between
2305 psia and 2410 psia. When a given unit load demand is presented to the reference
governor, ranges for each set-point of power, pressure, and temperature can be generated
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with the power-pressure operating window. The control input operating windows are
also generated with the power-pressure operating window. These control input operating
that correspond to the twelve

windows are the feasibility regions
control valves

. Fig.14 shows the control input operating windows for

each power level.
In the next step of the reference governor design process, the feasibility regions
for the control valves form a search space for a particle swarm optimization (PSO)
algorithm.

This algorithm performs a multi-objective optimization problem to find

optimal control valves and optimized set-points.

3.3.3

Multi-objective Optimization
In the second step in the reference governor process, multi-objective optimization
from the feasibility regions

is used to find the optimal control valves
[13].

3.3.3.1 Objectives and Preferences. Before multi-objective optimization can take
place, objectives and preferences for the objectives have to be defined [21]. For the 600
MW FFEPU, the conflicting requirements placed upon it are minimization of load
tracking error, fuel consumption, heat loss rate, pollutant emission and extension of duty
life on the equipment. To satisfy the conflicting requirements, this thesis defines thirteen
objectives, which are formulated as the following:

(1)
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The objective of the multi-objective optimization is to try to minimize the values
of (1) according to preferences assigned to (1) [21]. The most basic and important
objective function,

, represents load following. The preference value for this

objective is the highest as it is the most important part of the FFEPU operation. The rest
of the objective functions,
control valves

to

, represent valve openings of the respective

. By managing how open or closed the different control

valves are, the different requirements placed upon the plant can be met. For example,
one of the requirements of the plant is to minimize the use of fuel. From the FFEPU’s
perspective, this requirement basically means that the fuel flow valve,
close to closed as possible. This requirement is represented in
Likewise, the objective function,

, should be as

, which minimizes

, is defined such that pollutant emission

through the minimization of induced draft fan speed will be reduced. Since the induced
draft fan is used to control the pressure inside the furnace, the multi-objective
optimization problem can find the optimal fan speed through the induced draft fan valve,
[21]. There are certain cases, however, where minimization of a control valve is not
sufficient to meet a requirement of the plant. For example,

requires that the

opening on the intercept valve be maximized in order to reduce steam pressure through
the valve. By reducing this pressure, the life of the intercept valve can be extended and
thus reflects one way of extending the life of equipment in the FFEPU [21]. A minus
sign is present in (1) where maximization of a control valve is required. A description of
all the objective functions for the multi-objective optimization can be found in Table IV.
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Table IV: Explanation of Objective Functions.

Once objectives and preferences,

, have been defined, the multi-objective

optimization process can begin. Since there are numerous conflicting objectives, directly
minimizing the objective functions to obtain a good result is not sufficient [21]. To fix
this problem, it was proposed in [21] and [26] to instead minimize the maximum
deviation defined in (2). This approach, however, in practice gave too much weight to
one objective function, load following, and neglected the other objective functions. In
order to give more weight to all the objectives functions, this thesis proposes that the
combined sum deviation of the objective functions be minimized. The combined sum
deviation of the multi-objective functions is defined as the following:
(2)
(3a)

(3b)
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(3c)
where

is the maximum deviation of the multi-objective functions,

sum deviation of the multi-objective functions,
preference value,

is the combined

is the weighted deviation,

is the

is the minimum possible value of the single objective function

,

is the solution space and k is the number of objective functions. The preference
values, , are initially provided by the user but can be updated by the multi-agent system
(MAS) as the conditions of the plant change. These values are weights for the various
objectives and reflect the priority of the objective in the optimization procedure [21].

3.3.3.2 Particle Swarm Optimization Overview. The heuristic algorithm used for
multi-objective optimization is the particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm. In [12],
for a small-scale power plant, the PSO algorithm was shown to have the best
performance amongst several other heuristic optimization algorithms for multi-objective
optimization. The PSO algorithm was developed by Eberhart and Kennedy and is based
on the analogy of a swarm of birds and school of fish [15], [33]. The algorithm replicates
the behavior of the swarm computationally and has been widely used for solving other
nonlinear continuous optimization problems [12].
In a basic two-dimensional PSO algorithm, the position and velocity of each bird
or particle is given an x-y component in the two-dimensional space. The goal of the
algorithm is to simulate birds flocking towards the minimization of an objective function,
which is somewhere in the search space. Each bird or particle in the swarm has three
pieces of information at all times, which are its current position, its best position so far,
and the best position of the group of all the particles in the swarm. In the algorithm, the
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particle’s best position is known as its personal best (pbest) and the best position of the
group of all the particles in the swarm is known as the global best (gbest).

This

information is an analogy of the personal experience of each particle, and is what is used
by the particle to update its position towards what it thinks is the right path towards the
global minimum.
The particle updates its position based on a velocity correction that consists of
three terms that each reflects a different portion of the particle’s experience in the swarm.
The velocity equation below is formulated as the following:
(4)
where

is the velocity of particle at iteration ,

are weighting factors,

and

is a weighting function,

are random numbers between 0 and 1,

current position of particle at iteration ,

and
is the

is the pbest of particle i, and gbest is

the best value of all the pbests in the swarm [21]. The first term allows for innovation in
the search and reflects the particle’s tendency to explore new areas in the search space.
The second and third terms reflect the particle’s tendency to move in the best direction
towards the global minimum, a combination of its pbest and gbest at the current iteration.
The three terms in (4) have been shown to be a well-balanced approach to updating
particles in the search procedure [15], [33]-[35], [39]. The weighting function w used in
(4) is often formulated as the following:

(5)
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where

is the maximum initial weight given by the user,

weight given by the user,

is the minimum initial

is the maximum iteration number, and iter is the current

iteration number. Using (4) and (5), the particles’ velocities during the search procedure
are updated with the most current information and the particles’ positions are updated
with the following equation:
(6)
During the optimization, with the use of (4), (5), and (6), the particles are brought closer
to their personal best values and the global best value [11], [12]. Fig. 15 shows an
example of how a particle position is updated in a two-dimensional space.

Fig. 15: Example of particle position update in a two-dimensional space.

3.3.3.3 Particle Swarm Optimization Implementation. For the 600 MW FFEPU,
the major concern with implementing PSO was whether or not PSO could be
implemented online in real-time. Instead of operating in a two-dimensional space, the
PSO for the considered FFEPU has to operate in a twelve-dimensional space with
thirteen conflicting objectives, thus making the search very computationally intensive.
The goal of the PSO algorithm in this application is to find twelve control valve actions
that minimize the maximum combined sum (3) of the multi-objective functions (1). Fig.
16 shows an overall flow chart of the PSO implementation in the reference governor.
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Fig.16: Basic PSO Implementation Procedure.

The first step in the PSO algorithm is the random initialization of the particles in
the search space. For the FFEPU, the feasibility regions generated from the powerpressure operating window make up the search space and defines the twelve-dimensional
space that each particle operates in. The feasibility regions for the 600 MW FFEPU unit
load demand curve in Fig. 17 are shown in Fig. 18. The search space is continually
changed as the unit load demand

is changed, and the particles’ positions and
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velocities are updated accordingly. Another part of the initialization step is the parameter
initialization. Convergence to an optimal solution in the PSO heavily relies on the proper
parameter values, making the initialization of these parameters very important [21]. In
[12] and [21], trial and error experiments were conducted in order to find the optimal
parameter values for

,

,

,

,

, and number of particles for application to

a large-scale multi-objective optimization.
experiments, it was determined that setting

As a result of these trial and error
,

,

,

,

, and particle number to 40, produced the optimal result.
The second step in the PSO algorithm is the simulation of the particle positions in
the search space, or equivalently the evolution of the swarm towards the global
minimum. During the simulation, each particle is evaluated using (3) and the inverse
steady-state model for power is used to calculate the load tracking error. An overview of
the steady-state models used by the reference governor is described in the next section.
As the simulation progresses, the combined sum deviation gets smaller until the swarm
converges on a global best position that reflects the optimal twelve control actions, which
solves the multi-objective optimization problem.
The PSO algorithm discussed above represents an overview of the basic
procedure. The actual PSO algorithm used in the multi-objective optimization is a hybrid
variant of the original PSO, where the particles use information from the swarm to update
differently. This hybrid particle swarm optimization (HPSO) is discussed in more detail
in Chapter 4.
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3.3.4

Set-Point Mapping
In the third step of the reference governor design process, inverse steady-state

models (ISSMs) are used to map the optimized control valve actions
to optimized set-points for power demand
temperature demand

, pressure demand

, and super-heater temperature demand

, re-heater
. Because of the

size and complexity of the 600 MW FFEPU, ISSMs have to be generated for the plant
since an analytical model is sometimes hard or impossible to attain [25]. The ISSMs
were determined from steady-state operating data, in which a neural network (NN) was
used to model control valves to each set-point. The steady-state models are formulated as
the following:
(7a)
(7b)
(7c)
Because the re-heater and super-heater have the same basic design and are operated
similarly in the FFEPU, the set-points for the two temperature demands are the same.
Fig. 19 thru Fig. 21 below show set-points generated from the entire reference governor
simulation for the unit load demand

curve in Fig. 17 and solution space

in Fig. 18.
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Fig. 17: Unit Load Demand

Curve.

for 𝐸𝑢𝑙𝑑 in Fig. 17.

Fig. 18: Solution Space
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Fig. 19: Power Demand Set-point Trajectory vs. Unit Load Demand.

Fig. 20: Pressure Demand Set-point Trajectory.
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Fig. 21: Re-heater/Super-heater Temperature Demand Set-point Trajectory.

Fig. 19, Fig. 20, and Fig. 21 show the result of the reference governor being implemented
offline. In most practical applications, this is sufficient since power plants often operate
in anticipation of forecasted loads.

However, the disadvantage with off-line

implementation is that the FFEPU cannot adapt during the simulation in response to an
event or different objective. As a result, one of the goals of this thesis is to implement the
reference governor online in real-time. In Chapter 7, the reference governor process is
embedded in a multi-agent system (MAS), in which intelligent agents cooperate to
achieve online implementation.

3.4

Feed-forward Control Process

The feed-forward controller, one of the main modules in the FFEPU distributed
control structure, is responsible for generating unnormalized optimal control valve
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actions

from the output of the reference governor. The unnormalized

control valve actions are then added with the feedback controller’s feedback control
actions and sent to the FFEPU [13].
The main reason why the feed-forward controller is needed is because optimal
control valve actions in the reference governor are determined using a feed-forward
neural network (FFNN), which acts as the inverse steady-state model (ISSM) identifier
[30]. The FFNN processes its inputs using a tangent-sigmoid function, which only
accepts inputs between a minimum of -1 and a maximum of 1. As a result, the original
values for control valve actions have to be normalized between -1 and 1 with minimum
and maximum data determined from the feasibility regions generated in the powerpressure operating window. After this process has taken place, the FFNN can map the
optimized control valve actions to set-points for the FFEPU [30]. The feed-forward
controller reverses this process by unnormalizing each control valve action with
minimum and maximum data from the feasibility regions. Fig. 22 shows the feedforward control process.

Fig. 22: Feed-forward Control Process.

The four feed-forward controllers, boiler feed-forward controller, turbine feedforward controller, condenser feed-forward controller, and feed-water feed-forward
controller, each handles the control valve actions that operate their respective modules in
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the FFEPU.
unnormalizing

For example, the boiler feed-forward controller is responsible for
thru

actions

.

Fig. 23 shows normalized optimal boiler control valve

, and Fig. 24 shows unnormalized optimal boiler control valve

actions as a result of the boiler feed-forward control process. A similar process is shown
in Fig. 25 thru Fig. 30 for the turbine, condenser, and feed-water feed-forward
controllers. All of the resulting control valve actions were generated for the unit load
demand curve in Fig. 17.

Fig. 23: Optimal Normalized Boiler Control Valve Actions.
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Fig. 24: Boiler Feed-forward Control Valve Actions.

Fig. 25: Optimal Normalized Turbine Control Valve Actions.
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Fig. 26: Turbine-Generator Feed-forward Control Valve Actions.

Fig. 27: Optimal Normalized Condenser Control Valve Actions.
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Fig. 28: Condenser Feed-forward Control Valve Actions.

Fig. 29: Optimal Normalized Feed-water Control Valve Actions.
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Fig. 30: Feed-water Feed-forward Control Valve Actions.

3.5

3.5.1

Feedback Control Process

Overview
The feedback controller is a main control module in the FFEPU distributed

control structure and is responsible for generating feedback control actions on the errors
and actual outputs (E, P, RT, ST) from

between the four set-points

the FFEPU. There are four feedback controllers, which consist of a boiler feedback
controller, turbine feedback controller, condenser feedback controller, and feed-water
feedback controller, responsible for implementing feedback control for their respective
modules of the FFEPU. Each feedback controller uses a series of proportional (P) and
proportional-integral (PI) control loops to generate optimal control actions. Table V
shows the corresponding feedback control actions for all the modules of the FFEPU. In
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the following sections, the boiler feedback process, turbine feedback process, condenser
feedback process, and feed-water feedback process, are discussed in more detail.

Table V: Feedback Control Actions for each Module in FFEPU.

3.5.2

Linear Transducer and Actuator Simulator
Before the feedback controllers for each of the modules are presented, it is

important to understand how the inputs to the controllers and outputs from the controllers
are modeled and represented. In a real physical system, the inputs to the controllers come
from actual physical processes and thus have to be converted to actual control signal
voltages that a controller can understand. Similarly, the controller outputs have to be
converted to actuator signals that the physical plant can understand. The main tool for
implementing this conversion between control voltages and physical variables is the
linear transducer [30]. This tool is discussed in more detail in Appendix B.
Other parts of the feedback control that have been affected in the modeling
process are the actuators, which receive signals from the controllers in the control system.
In the control diagrams below, these dynamic actuators are represented by actuator
simulators. These simulators model the time delay between a resulting change in a
physical output due to the control signal generated for the output and were obtained by
lumping both the actuator and positioner together [30].
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3.5.3

Boiler Feedback Control Process
The boiler feedback control process consists of seven PI control loops for main

steam pressure control, air flow control, fuel flow control, furnace pressure control,
super-heater temperature control, re-heater temperature control, and gas recirculation
control. Before the boiler feedback controller can use these control loops, the boiler
master demand (BMD) signal has to be generated. The BMD is one representation of the
fuel demand required by the boiler. The BMD is used in the air flow control loop and
fuel flow control loop [6], [30]. When the boiler feedback controller receives set-points
from the reference governor, the BMD signal is generated from the
error between main steam pressure demand

and measured pressure output, which is

the secondary super-heater pressure, and the error between a fixed set-point for turbine
speed and actual turbine speed [30]. Fig. 31 shows the BMD process.

Fig. 31: Boiler Master Demand (BMD) process [30].
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3.5.3.1 Combustion Control. The combustion control process consists of the main
steam pressure control loop, air flow control loop, and fuel flow control loop. The main
steam pressure control shown in Fig. 32 applies a PI action to the error between main
steam pressure demand

and measured secondary super-heater pressure to produce a

main steam pressure control action. This process is actually the same process in Fig. 31
that is used in part with the turbine speed controller to produce the boiler master demand
signal.

Fig. 32: Main Steam Pressure Control Loop [30].

The BMD is then used by both the air flow and fuel flow control loops. To make
sure that air flow does not exceed fuel demand, fuel demand is set to the lower value of
BMD or air flow; however, the air flow control loop prevents the BMD from decreasing
below 25% of its full load value [30]. The resulting fuel demand is used by the fuel flow
control loop, which applies a PI control action to the error between BMD and fuel flow to
produce a fuel flow signal. The signal is then converted via a linear transducer to produce
a fuel flow feedback control action

. The air flow control loop applies a PI control

action to the error between measured air flow and air flow demand to produce a signal
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that is converted to the forced draft fan inlet position feedback control action

. Fig.

33 and Fig. 34 show the air flow control loop and fuel flow control loop, respectively.

Fig. 33: Air Flow Control Loop [30].

Fig. 34: Fuel Flow Control Loop [30].

3.5.3.2 Furnace Pressure Control. The purpose of the furnace pressure controller
is to keep furnace pressure set at a preset level [6]. The controller applies a PI control
action to the error between measured furnace pressure and furnace pressure set-point.
Measured air flow is added to the output of the control action to produce a control signal,
which is converted into the induced draft fan inlet position feedback control
Fig. 35 shows the furnace pressure control loop.
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[6].

Fig. 35: Furnace Pressure Control Loop [30].

3.5.3.3 Super-heater Temperature Control. The super-heater temperature control
loop, shown in Fig. 36, regulates the desuperheater spray flow between the primary and
secondary super-heaters [6]. The control loop apples a PI control action to the error
between secondary super-heater temperature set-point, obtained from the reference
governor, and measured super-heater temperature from the FFEPU. The control loop
also applies proportional control actions to changes in the first stage pressure and burner
tilt position [6]. The output of all the P and PI control actions are added to produce a
control signal which is converted into super-heater spray flow feedback control action
responsible for maintaining steam temperature from the secondary super-heater.
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Fig. 36: Super-heater Temperature Control [30].

3.5.3.4 Re-heater Temperature Control Loop. The re-heater temperature control
loop uses three boiler feedback control schemes, which are re-heater spray, burner tilt
position, and gas recirculation, to maintain re-heater temperature at the re-heater
temperature set-point. The re-heater spray control loop, shown in Fig. 37, applies a PI
control action between re-heater temperature set-point and measured re-heater
temperature with added proportional biases from the changes in first stage pressure and
changes in measured re-heater temperature [6]. The resulting signal is then sent to two
actuator simulators, one of which is associated with the delay due to tilt position actuator
and the other which is associated with the delay due to spray-heater actuator. These
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actuator simulators convert the signal into the respective burner tilt position feedback
control

and re-heater spray flow feedback control

actions.

The gas recirculation flow control loop depends only on the burner tilt position.
From [6], the control loop contains a track hold integrator that applies an integral control
action to the error between measured burner tilt position and burner tilt position set-point.
The gas recirculation flow is changed only when the burner tilts vary more than
from midrange and is also limited by the measured air flow. The resulting signal is then
converted to a gas recirculation flow feedback control

action. The gas recirculation

control loop is shown in Fig. 38.

Fig. 37: Re-heater Temperature Control Loop [30].
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Fig. 38: Gas Recirculation Control Loop [30].

3.5.4

Turbine Feedback Control Process
From [6] and [30], the turbine feedback control process consists of three control

units, load control unit, speed control unit, and valve control unit, that make up an
Electro-Hydraulic Control (EHC) system. The turbine feedback controller is responsible
for generating two feedback control actions, which are
correction and

for governor control valve

for intercept valve correction. The turbine feedback control loop is

shown in Fig. 39.
The speed control unit regulates turbine speed by applying a PI control action to
the error between the speed set-point (60 Hz) and the measured turbine speed [6], [30].
The resulting error signal is then sent to the load control unit.
The purpose of the load control unit is to determine the desired steam flow for the
governor valve and intercept valve. The load control unit adds the turbine speed error
from the speed control unit to the load demand computer (LDC), which is determined
using the following:
(8)
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The load control unit applies a PI control action to the error between measured power
generated (MWTRO) and power set-point to produce the desired load reference (DLR)
signal. The DLR signal is then compared with the output of the load reference motor

Fig. 39: Turbine Feedback Control Loop [30].

controller and the error is fed back as a signal to the load reference motor [30]. As a
safety precaution, if load demand and power generated differ by more than 40%, the load
reference signal, which is the output of the load reference motor controller, is decreased
to a value that corresponds to the closing of the governor and intercept valves [30].
The valve control unit contains two sets of valves, which are the governor valve
located at the output of the secondary super-heater and the intercept valve located at the
entrance of the intermediate pressure (IP) turbine. The control unit positions the two
valves in order to obtain the desired flow rate to the high-pressure (HP) turbine. The
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resulting signals are then converted to represent feedback control valve corrections for
the governor control valve

3.5.5

and intercept valve

.

Condenser Feedback Control Process

Fig. 40: Condenser Feedback Control Loop [30].

The condenser feedback control process, shown in Fig. 40, is responsible for
generating the feedback control action for deaerator valve

correction. From [6],

the controller uses three elements, which are steam flow, condensate flow, and deaerator
level. Steam flow is represented by turbine re-heater pressure. The condenser control
process applies a PI control action to the error between measured deaerator water level
and deaerator water level set-point. The resulting signal is then added to the steam flow
signal, which is represented by turbine re-heater pressure, to obtain condensate flow
demand. The controller then applies another PI control action to the error between
condensate flow demand and measured condensate flow. The final resulting signal is
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then converted into a deaerator level feedback control valve action

that controls

condensate flow [6].

3.5.6

Feed-water Feedback Control Process
The feed-water feedback control process, shown in Fig. 41, is responsible for

generating feedback control actions for feed-water valve
flow

and feed pump turbine

. The entire process consists of feed-water flow control made up of three

elements and a feed pump turbine control.
Feed-water flow control, as described in [6], uses main steam flow, total feedwater flow, and drum level as the three elements in its control process. The total feedwater flow is the sum of measured feed-water flow and super-heater spray flow. The
drum level controller applies a PI control action to the error between measured drum
level and drum level set-point. The resulting signal is added to main steam flow, which is
represented by first stage pressure, to obtain feed-water flow demand. The feed-water
flow controller then applies a PI control action to the error between feed-water flow
demand and total feed-water flow, the output of which is converted to a feed-water valve
area feedback action

that governs the feed-water flow rate from the feed pump [6].

Feed pump turbine control is needed because the feed-water valve pressure is
maintained by varying the boiler feed pump speed [6], [30]. To accomplish this, feed
pump turbine control applies a PI control action to the error between required feed-water
pressure drop and measured pressure drop. The resulting signal is then converted into an
extraction steam flow feedback action

that supplies the feed pump turbine.
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Fig. 41: Feed-water Feedback Control Process [30].

3.6

FFEPU Control Simulation Results

In this section, all of the control modules for the FFEPU coordinated control
structure are used to optimally control the FFEPU. For the unit load demand
curve in Fig. 17, the plant’s output response for power (E), pressure (P), re-heater
temperature (RT) and super-heater temperature (ST) are shown in Fig. 42 thru Fig. 44,
respectively. The four set-point figures represent the plant’s output from the FFEPU
control structure presented in this chapter.
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Fig. 42: Unit Load Demand (𝐸𝑢𝑙𝑑 ) vs. FFEPU Power Output (E).

Fig. 43: Main Steam Pressure Demand (𝑃𝑑 ) vs. FFEPU Pressure Output (P).
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Fig. 44: Re-heater/Super-heater Temperature Demand (𝑅𝑇𝑑 /𝑆𝑇𝑑 ) vs. FFEPU Re-heater and
FFEPU Super-heater Temperature Outputs.
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CHAPTER FOUR
Heuristic Optimization Algorithms

In this chapter, the explanation, development and implementation of heuristic
optimization algorithms such as the hybrid particle swarm optimization (HPSO)
algorithm and the differential evolution (DE) algorithm are presented. Section 4.1 gives
an overview of why heuristic optimization algorithms are needed for optimal power plant
operation and how intelligent agents use them in the multi-agent system (MAS). Section
4.2 gives an overview of the development of the hybrid particle swarm optimization
(HPSO) algorithm and the results of its implementation in the reference governor.
Section 4.3 gives an overview of the development of the differential evolution (DE)
algorithm.

4.1

Heuristic Optimization Algorithm Overview

In order to provide optimal power plant operation for the FFEPU, this thesis
presents an intelligent control system that when incorporated in a multi-agent system
(MAS), makes power plant operation more robust, flexible, and adaptive. In order to
realize the main control modules of the FFEPU control system, such as the reference
governor and gain optimizer, heuristic optimization techniques that can solve multiobjective problems and perform multi-dimensional random searches are implemented.
Multi-objective problems and approaches to solving them have been around for
many years; however, implementing these solutions take time and are not applicable for
real-time performance in a large-scale FFEPU [13].
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For the FFEPU, in particular,

analytic mathematical programming [26] and genetic algorithms [44] were used as
solutions to the multi-objective problem facing large-scale power plants. Both of these
solutions are adequate for solving the multi-objective problem but both take a long time
to reach convergence and thus are not practical for online implementation [11], [12].
As a result, with online implementation in mind, the introduction of algorithms
such as particle swarm optimization (PSO) and other evolutionary computation, have
been shown to be superior to traditional methods in solution quality, convergence rate,
and computational complexity [11]-[12], [15]-[17], [33]-[35], [37-41]. Variations of
these algorithms are used in this thesis to provide the FFEPU with optimal operation.
The reference governor, responsible for generating optimized set-points, utilizes hybrid
particle swarm optimization (HPSO), a variation of particle swarm optimization (PSO),
to solve the multi-objective problem with conflicting objectives. The gain optimizer, one
of the control modules in the FFEPU coordinated control structure, uses differential
evolution (DE), a variation of evolutionary computing, to tune and optimize PI gains for
feedback control.
Particle swarm optimization (PSO) was first developed by Kennedy and Eberhart
[15], [33] for the purposes of modeling the social behavior of a flock of birds and school
of fish. Each bird in the flock and fish in the school is modeled as a particle and their
movement reconfigured in a mathematical expression.

As the modeling attempt

progressed, Kennedy and Eberhart soon noticed that the swarm behavior resembled that
of optimization, and thus particle swarm optimization was born. Since the introduction
of particle swarm, its implementation to multi-objective problems has shown to provide
high quality solutions with fast convergence [15], [33]-[43]. There have also been many
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variations of the original PSO algorithm, some of which include evolutionary particle
swarm optimization (EPSO), hybrid particle swarm optimization (HPSO), and a
constriction factor approach (CFA). When applied to the FFEPU under consideration,
each of these variations has their advantages and disadvantages; however, after an
analysis of the performance of the EPSO, HPSO, and CFA to the multi-objective problem
by [12], it was found that HPSO was best in terms of computational complexity and
efficiency. As a result of the analysis in [12], this thesis implements HPSO in the
reference governor. An overview of the HPSO algorithm is presented in the section
below.
The field of evolutionary computation grew out of the larger field of artificial
intelligence and was inspired by the biological mechanisms of evolution [13], [16]-[17].
In evolutionary computation, random searches are conducted by populations that develop
and grow over time (iterations of the search) according to a particular mathematical
representation of an evolutionary process.

Over the years there have been many

algorithms developed based on evolutionary computation. Differential Evolution (DE) is
one of those algorithms based on evolutionary computation and was originally introduced
by Ken Price and Rainer Storm [16]. In an attempt to solve the Chebychev polynomialfitting problem, Rainer and Storm proposed evolving the population with the results of
vector differences [16]. The result of their work yielded what we call the differential
evolution (DE) algorithm today. This thesis uses this algorithm in the gain optimizer to
tune and adapt PI gains for the feedback controllers. The main reason this algorithm is
used over the PSO algorithm in the gain optimizer is because the DE has a reduced search
time in the random search procedure. Requiring only one evaluation per particle per
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iteration [16] instead of two evaluations per particle as in the PSO [15], the DE’s reduced
elapsed time makes it more reliable for online implementation in the gain optimizer [13].
An overview of the DE algorithm is presented in the sections below.

4.2

4.2.1

Hybrid Particle Swarm Optimization (HPSO)

Fundamental Properties of PSO
Although there are many different variations of the PSO algorithm originally

developed by Kennedy and Eberhart [15], [33], every PSO algorithm possesses the same
fundamental qualities. In every PSO scheme, each bird’s (particle) position and velocity
is represented by a N-dimensional point, where N is determined by the dimension of the
given search space.

In the FFEPU case, a twelve-dimensional point in the space

represents each particle’s position and velocity.

Also in every PSO scheme, every

particle knows its current position, its best position so far during the search (pbest), and
the global best position (gbest) of all its neighboring particles. As the particles move
through the search space in search of some local minima, their movement is governed by
(4), (5), and (6). Most PSO variations modify the mathematical expressions in (4), (5),
and (6) with additional selection parameters to obtain a certain desired improvement or
behavior [12].

4.2.2

Description of Hybrid Particle Swarm Optimization (HPSO)
In an ordinary PSO, the particles’ position updates depend heavily on the

particles’ personal best positions (pbests) and swarm’s global best position (gbest).
Because of this, the search area can often be reduced, increasing the likelihood of
particles getting trapped in local minima. The HPSO seeks to remedy this problem by
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combining elements from the original PSO method with elements from evolutionary
computation (EC) [11], [12]. With the addition of a natural selection mechanism to
particles’ position updates, the dependence on pbest and gbest is gradually reduced as the
population of particles evolves during the search, equivalently expanding the overall
search area [12]. In this natural selection mechanism, half of the particles with the best
performance replace the other half of the particles with the worst performance. Each
particle, however, still retains information about their personal best location (pbest) so far
during the search regardless of the natural selection mechanism. The performance is
determined through user-defined objective functions that are minimized by the PSO. In
the FFEPU case, there are thirteen objective functions, described in (1), which reflect
several conflicting operating requirements of the plant. With this hybrid approach, the
particles have information that allow them to search effectively in their current area and
at the same time retain information about a past high-performance search area [12]. Fig.
45 shows an example of a simple HPSO search process. In the example HPSO search
process, shown in Fig. 45, Step 1 shows four particle paths in the search space. After
evaluating each of the particles’ current positions at the current snapshot in time,
and

were found to have lower performances than

and

. As a result, in Step 2 of Fig. 45, the current positions of

and

are changed to the current positions of
personal best positions of

and

and

. However, the

are retained, which is also shown in

Fig. 45. Lastly, in Step 3 of Fig. 45, each particle’s position is updated from their new
search locations.
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Fig. 45: Example of HPSO Search Procedure.

This HPSO search procedure is applied to the multi-objective optimization
problem for the large-scale FFEPU, in which thirteen objectives have to be minimized in
order for the reference governor to generate optimized set-points for power, pressure, reheater and super-heater temperatures. The results of the HPSO algorithm for different
numbers of objective functions are shown in the section below.
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4.2.3

Results of HPSO for FFEPU
In this section, the results of the HPSO algorithm to the multi-objective problem

in the reference governor are shown for three different cases. Each case has different
amounts of operating objectives that the HPSO considers for minimization in the multiobjective optimization process. The cases are described below [21]:
•

Case 1: Minimize

•

Case 2: Minimize

•

Case 3: Minimize

only.
.
.

The objective functions,
(1). When the

, in the three cases are given in

curve is initially forecasted for the following day of operation, the

reference governor can begin its process of generating set-point trajectories for power
, pressure

, and re-heater/super-heater temperatures

.

The

curve for the FFEPU under consideration is shown in Fig. 17. In the first step of the
reference governor process, the solution space for each control variable, shown in Fig.
18, is determined from the power pressure window shown in Fig. 13. HPSO is performed
in the second step and Fig. 46 through Fig. 48 show the results of the entire reference
governor process for the three different cases.
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Fig. 46: Power Set-point Trajectories.

Fig. 47: Pressure Set-point Trajectories.
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Fig. 48: Re-heater/Super-heater Temperature Set-point Trajectories.

4.3

4.3.1

Differential Evolution

Basic Differential Evolution Algorithm Overview

Fig. 49: Basic DE Algorithm Process.
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Differential evolution (DE), which is based in evolutionary computing, can be
used to perform random searches in multi-dimensional spaces. The DE algorithm relies
on the use of vector differences to evolve a population over the duration of the random
search [16]. The basic algorithm procedure shown in Fig. 49 consists of four main parts,
which are initialization, mutation, recombination, and selection [45]. Each one of these
parts is discussed below.

4.3.1.1 Initialization.

The first step in the initialization procedure involves

initializing the population that will conduct the random search. The population consists
of N, D-dimensional search variable (parameter) vectors, which represent candidate
solutions for the random search. The variable vectors have the following representation:
(9)
where N is the number of vectors, D is the number of variables (parameters) , and G is the
number of generations (iterations of search). This initialization is akin to the PSO in that
each parameter,
optimize.

where

, represents parameters that the search is trying to

In the FFEPU case, each

represents a particular gain value for the

respective boiler feedback controller, turbine feedback controller, condenser feedback
controller, and feed-water feedback controller.
Before the DE search procedure can begin, each parameter

for each vector

has to be randomly initialized within each parameter’s appropriate range [16], [46],
according to the following:
(10)
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This range is denoted by

for a lower bound, and

for an upper bound, where j

corresponds to a particular parameter out of D total parameters. Once this process has
occurred, the initialization process is complete.

4.3.1.2 Mutation.

In the second step of the DE process, mutation, the DE

algorithm attempts to expand the population’s search space through the use of donor
vectors. Donor vectors are generated by adding the weighted difference vector between
two random members in the population to a third member in the population [16], [30],
[46]. For a basic DE procedure, the donor vectors have the following representation:
(11)
where

,

, and F > 0. The integers i, r1, r2, r3 are

all mutually exclusive and F is a weighting factor that controls the importance of the
difference vector in the calculation of each donor vector. The method of generating the
donor vectors is one step that differentiates variations of DE from the original method
[46]. Some of these other mutation methods are discussed in the sections below.

4.3.1.3 Recombination. In the third step of the DE process, recombination, the
DE algorithm attempts to incorporate successful solutions from the donor vectors and
parameter vectors in the previous generation in order to diversify the population [30],
[46]. It does this through the use of trial vectors, whose elements are taken from donor
vectors and parameter vectors according to a particular crossover method.

For DE

algorithms, crossover methods typically are either exponential or binomial.
In exponential crossover, an integer n with

is randomly chosen and

acts as the starting point in the parameter vector from where elements of the donor vector
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crossover to the trial vector [46]. Another integer L where

is chosen and

represents the number of parameters from the donor vector that crossover to the trial
vector. L is determined according to the following [30]:
,

(12)

is a random value between 0 and 1, and

where

is a crossover constant. Once L and n have been determined for each vector
, the trial vector:
(13)
is formed with

(14)

where the angular brackets

denote the modulo function with modulus D, and each

is a component of the donor vector

[46]. A trial vector

along with a new

value for L and n is made for each parameter vector in the population. Fig. 50 shows an
example of the exponential crossover process.
In binomial crossover, each element of the donor vector enters the trial vector
whenever a randomly picked number between 0 and 1 assigned to the element is lower
than the crossover constant, CR [46]. Each element,
following:
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is formed according to the

.

(15)

A random number is generated for every element of every parameter vector in the
population and a trial vector

is formed for every parameter vector in the population.

Fig. 50: Exponential Crossover Example for D=8, n=3, and L=4.

4.3.1.4 Selection. In the fourth and last step of the DE process, selection, trial
vectors

are compared with their corresponding parameter vectors

to determine

which one will survive to the next generation, G+1 [30], [46]. If the newly formed trial
vector yields a better performance over the parameter vector according to the pre-defined
fitness function, then the newly formed trial vector replaces its parameter vector in the
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next generation. The following procedure in (16) outlines the selection step in the DE
algorithm:
(16)

where

is the respective pre-defined fitness function to be minimized. As a result of

the selection step, the population’s performance in the search either improves or remains
constant through each generation, never deteriorating [46].

4.3.2

DE Scheme Variations
When Price and Storn first introduced the DE algorithm [16], they proposed a

number of different mutation schemes to produce donor vectors that could be used
towards different optimization applications. These mutation schemes are what separate
the various different DE algorithms. In the basic DE algorithm presented in the above
section, the mutation scheme, DE/rand/1, was used to produce donor vectors for every
parameter vector in the population. Every mutation scheme presented in [16] has the
notation, DE/x/y, where x represents the type of vector that is selected for agitation, and y
represents the number of difference vectors used to affect the vector in x for the
generation of donor vectors. For example, for the DE/rand/1 mutation scheme used in
(11), the vector selected for agitation,
parameter vector,

, was done so in a random fashion for each

, in the population and only one difference vector,

,

was used to affect each vector picked for agitation. Four major mutation schemes,
DE/rand/2, DE/best/1, DE/best/2, and DE/rand to best/1, originally presented in [16], are
described in the following sections.
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4.3.2.1 DE/rand/2 Mutation Scheme. In the DE/rand/1 mutation scheme, only one
difference vector was used, which required a total of three random vectors to be selected
for each parameter vector in the population. In a DE/rand/2 mutation scheme, the DE
algorithm process is exactly the same as the one presented in the above section, except
that two difference vectors are used in the calculation of donor vectors. Two difference
vectors require a total of five random vectors to be selected for every parameter vector in
the population. Under this scheme, each donor vector has the following representation
[46]:
(17)
where

and

are weighting factors,

and the integers i, r1, r2, r3, r4,

and r5 are all mutually exclusive.

4.3.2.2 DE/best/1 Mutation Scheme. In a DE/best/1 mutation scheme, the vector
picked for agitation is not selected randomly like in a DE/rand/1 mutation scheme, but
rather the best parameter vector in the current population (vector with best performance
according to a defined fitness function) is selected as the vector for agitation [46]. Each
donor vector under this scheme uses one difference vector and has the following
representation:
(18)
where

represents the vector in the current population that yielded the best

performance according to a defined fitness function. The integers i, r1, and r2 are all
mutually exclusive.
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4.3.2.3 DE/best/2 Mutation Scheme. The DE/best/2 mutation scheme is identical
to the DE/best/1 mutation scheme except that two difference vectors are used to agitate
the best vector in the current population. As a result, each donor vector under this
scheme has the following representation [46]:
(19)
where the integers i, r1, r2, r3, and r4 are all mutually exclusive.

4.3.2.4 DE/rand to best/1 Mutation Scheme. In this mutation scheme, the vector
selected for agitation is created using both a random vector selected from the population
and the best vector in the current population. Each donor vector, hence, has the following
representation [46]:
(20)
where

is another control parameter usually the same as F.

Only one

difference vector is used in this scheme and the integers i, r1, r2, and r3 are all mutually
exclusive.

4.3.3

DE Applied to FFEPU
In the FFEPU control system, each module of the plant, boiler, turbine,

condenser, and feed-water, has their own corresponding feed-forward controller,
feedback controller, and gain optimizer.

The purpose of the gain optimizer is to

continually tune and adapt the PI gains in the respective feedback controller with the DE
algorithm presented above to provide the respective module of the FFEPU with optimal
operation. The implementation of the gain optimizer and the results of its use of the DE
algorithm for gain tuning are shown in Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER FIVE
Development of Offline Power Plant Identifiers

In this chapter, the development and function of a steady-state power plant model
and dynamic power plant model are discussed and presented. Section 5.1 explains the
need and motivation for the use of offline power plant identifiers. Section 5.2 gives an
overview of artificial neural networks. Section 5.3 gives an overview of the neural
network toolbox in Matlab. Section 5.4 describes the steady-state development process.
Section 5.5 describes the process for developing a dynamic model for the FFEPU.
Section 5.6 shows the results of the steady-state model validation process. Section 5.7
shows the results of the dynamic model validation process for each subsystem.

5.1

Motivation for Power Plant Identifiers

Implementing a flexible control system that adapts to the changing requirements
of a power plant requires a mathematical representation of the power plant that can be
used to evaluate the performance of the different control elements.

The reference

governor, one of the main control elements in the FFEPU control system, requires a
steady-state mathematical representation of the plant in order to generate optimized setpoint trajectories for power, pressure, re-heater temperature and super-heater temperature.
The gain optimizer, another main control element in the FFEPU control system, requires
a mathematical representation of the dynamics of the plant, which it uses to evaluate the
performance of candidate PI gains for adaptive feedback control. In large-scale systems
such as the 600 MW FFEPU, achieving a representative analytical mathematical model
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of the plant is a cumbersome task and at times impossible without making too many
conservative assumptions.

Even if an accurate analytical steady-state model were

attained, the steady-state representative mathematical model would be fixed and would
not be able to adapt to the changing environment of the FFEPU. Likewise, the dynamic
mathematical model of the plant would consist of numerous high-order nonlinear
dynamic equations that describe each of the thirty-three distributed subsystems of the
FFEPU [25]. Consequently, in order to provide reliable and accurate models of both the
steady-state and dynamic representations of the plant, this thesis presents the use of
artificial neural networks (ANN) that are used to approximate both representations.

5.2

Artificial Neural Networks

Artificial neural networks (ANNs) are primarily used as tools to model complex
system relationships between inputs and outputs. They were originally developed as
tools for one of the main goals of artificial intelligence, which was to develop artificial
systems that could perform intelligent tasks like learning similar to tasks performed by
the brain [47], [48]. In an effort to replicate the intelligent learning process of the brain,
ANNs were developed with the concept of the structure of the brain in mind. Fig. 51
shows a conceptual example of the structure of a basic neural network. In terms of
structure, ANNs mimic the brain in the following ways:
•

Each neural network consists of multiple layers of hidden artificial neurons
similar to what we consider to be the large decentralized network of neurons that
make up the human brain. Within these hidden layers of artificial neurons, are an
input layer that perceives information, and an output layer;
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•

Within the hidden layers, each artificial neuron is interconnected with the other
artificial neurons that make up the neural network. This structure models the way
neurons in the brain communicate with each other through neurotransmitters;

•

The strength of each interconnection is determined through interconnection
weights that represent the size or area of synapses in the human brain.

Fig. 51: Basic Artificial Neural Network (ANN) Structure Concept.

To mimic the process of learning, an ANN first senses information through
neurons that make up the input layer [47], [48]. This information is usually presented as
a set of inputs with a corresponding set of desired outputs [30]. The ANN then processes
that information through the various interconnections of neurons that make up the hidden
layer and output layer. The network constantly modifies the synaptic weights between
the neurons until the ANN has “learned” the relationship between the inputs and outputs.
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There are many different types of ANNs depending on the desired application.
The many different variations differ from each other based on the interconnection pattern
between the layers of neurons, the learning process for updating the neurons’
interconnection weights, and the transfer function that converts the network’s input to its
corresponding output [48]. In this thesis, two types of ANNs, a feed-forward neural
network (FFNN) and a layer recurrent network (LRN), are utilized in order to realize the
different control elements of the FFEPU control system. The FFNN is used to obtain a
steady-state model of the FFEPU, which is needed by the reference governor to generate
optimized set-point trajectories. The LRN is used to obtain a dynamic model of the plant,
which is needed by the gain optimizers to evaluate candidate PI gains for the feedback
controllers. This thesis utilizes the Neural Network Toolbox (NNT) in MATLAB to
realize and implement the FFNN and the LRN to the FFEPU control system. The NNT
and the characterization of the FFNN and the LRN in the toolbox are discussed in the
following section.

5.3

Neural Network Toolbox in MATLAB

The Neural Network Toolbox (NNT) software in MATLAB is a powerful tool for
“designing, implementing, visualizing, and simulating neural networks” [49]. The neural
networks in the toolbox can be used for a variety of different applications, some of which
include function fitting, pattern recognition, data clustering, and time-series analysis. For
this thesis, the NNT is used to design and implement both the feed-forward neural
network (FFNN) that is used as the steady-state model for the FFEPU and the layer
recurrent network (LRN) that is used as the dynamic model for the FFEPU. In this
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section, the basic components, functions, and architectures of both the FFNN and LRN
are described and outlined in the context of the terminology used in the NNT.

5.3.1

Neural Network Design Overview
The overall design process for both the FFNN and LRN taken in the NNT follows

the following steps [49]:
1. Collect data
2. Create the network
3. Configure the network
4. Initialize the weights and biases
5. Train the network
6. Validate the network
7. Use the network.
In step 1, the collection of data is crucial as the performance of the training
process in step 5 and ultimately the usefulness of the network in step 7 depends heavily
on how well the data represents the problem the network is trying to model. The
generation of data for the FFNN and LRN is discussed later in the chapter. In step 2
through step 4, the FFNN and LRN are first created according to a default architecture
that corresponds to their type of network. These architectures are then modified to be
compatible with the format of the data presented to them, with the weights and biases
initialized also. Finally, in step 5 thru step 7, the network is trained and validated. The
details of all the above steps as they apply to both the FFNN and LRN are discussed in
the following sections.
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5.3.2

Neuron Model
As described earlier, the artificial neurons shown in Fig. 51 are an analogous

representation of the biological neurons that makeup the human brain. As such, the
artificial neuron is the basic building block from which the entire ANN is built.
Mathematically, each artificial neuron can be represented as the result of three distinct
functional processes applied to a single input. Fig. 52 shows the architecture of a single
neuron with the three functional processes.

These processes that make up the

mathematical representation of an artificial neuron consist of a multiplication operation,
addition operation, and a scalar operation [49].

Fig. 52: Architecture of Single Neuron.

As shown in Fig. 52, when presented with a scalar input p, the first operation
takes place with the weight w to form the scalar product wp [49].

In the second

operation, wp is added to the scalar bias, b, to form the net input n. The scalar bias, b, is
constant and equal to 1 and functions as a shift value to the transfer function f. In the
third operation, the net input n is processed through the transfer function f, which
produces the scalar output a. These three operations in the NNT and in this thesis are
referred to as the weight function, net input function and transfer function, respectively.
The weight function, net input function, and transfer function differ depending on the
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type of network and desired network function. The three functions for the FFNN and
LRN are discussed later in the chapter.
The neuron shown in Fig. 52 is a representation of a single neuron with one input.
However, a typical neuron in an artificial neural network can have many inputs.
Moreover, a typical ANN usually has several layers of many neurons that are
interconnected. Consequently, to better understand the mathematical representations of
the neuron model in the larger context, Fig. 53 is used as the general neuron model [49].

Fig. 53: General Neuron Model.

In Fig. 53, the input

is a R-dimensional row vector and

is a R-dimensional column

vector, where R represents the number of elements in the input vector

The variable n

is the net input, which is formed according to the following:
(21)
Fig. 53 also represents the architecture of a single layer of neurons.

In a layer

representation, the dimensions of the inputs, weights, biases, net inputs, and output
vectors change. For a R-dimensional row vector

, input weights (IW) are represented

by a S x R matrix, and biases, net inputs, and outputs are each represented by a Sdimensional row vector, where S is for the number of neurons.
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5.3.3

ANN Multiple-Layer Architecture
Artificial neural networks usually consist of multiple layers, each with a weight

matrix (LW), bias vector

, and output vector

, as described in the section above.

Fig. 54: Three-Layer ANN Architecture.

Fig. 54 shows an example of a three-layer ANN. In Fig. 54, the biggest difference from
the single layer depiction is the distinction between input weights (IW) and layer weights
(LW). Input weights (IW) are weights directly connected to the input vector
layer weights (LW) are weights directly connected to the output vector

, whereas

of the previous

layer. For each weight, IW or LW, an index is assigned to denote the source and
destination of the corresponding weight. The first index denotes the destination of the
weight, and the second index denotes the source of the weight. Likewise, in order to
distinguish the element variables in the different layers, each element variable is assigned
a superscript to denote the corresponding layer number it belongs to [49]. The network
architectures for the feed-forward neural network and the layer recurrent network are
described later in this chapter with the notation formulated above.
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5.3.4

Feed-forward Neural Network Architecture
The feed-forward neural network is one of the simplest neural networks, with an

architecture very similar to the one presented in Fig. 54. FFNNs are well suited towards
function approximation, and with only one hidden layer, pretty much approximate any
function with a finite number of discontinuities [49]. Shown in Fig. 55, the feed-forward
neural network can consist of one or more hidden layers and an output layer, though only
one hidden layer is usually needed. In a FFNN, information flows in only one direction;
there are no feedback inputs or recursive loops. This characteristic is not the case with
dynamic neural networks, which are discussed in the following section. For function
approximation, the transfer function of the hidden layer(s) is usually a hyperbolic tangent
sigmoid function, shown in Fig. 56, and the transfer function of the output layer is usually
a linear transfer function, shown in Fig. 57. With these transfer functions, the feedforward network has been shown to be very good at non-linear function approximation
[26]-[28].

Fig. 55: Feed-forward Neural Network (FFNN) Architecture.
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Fig. 56: Hyperbolic Tangent Sigmoid Function.

Fig. 57: Linear Transfer Function.

5.3.5

Layer Recurrent Neural Network Architecture
Dynamic networks typically fall into one of two categories: feed-forward-

dynamic networks and recurrent (feedback)-dynamic networks [50].

The LRN is a

feedback-dynamic network because of the extra feedback and time delay elements in its
architecture. As characteristic of most dynamic networks, the output in a LRN not only
depends on the current input to the network, but can also depend on the previous input,
output, or state of the network as defined by the particular setup. For this thesis, a twolayer layer recurrent network (LRN), shown in Fig. 58, is used to model the dynamics of
the FFEPU.
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Fig. 58: Layer Recurrent Neural Network (LRN) Architecture.

Dynamic networks, such as the LRN, are very good for modeling non-linear highorder physical systems where a mathematical representation is often hard to obtain. The
networks, because of their configuration, have memory, which allow them to learn
certain time-dependent patterns [49]. This particular configuration is also the generalized
version of the original Elman network, which consists of two layers. The LRN in Fig. 58
has one feedback loop with a single delay that feeds the first layer output back to the
input before the summing junction. The first layer uses the hyperbolic tangent sigmoid
function, shown in Fig. 56, and the second layer uses the linear transfer function shown in
Fig. 57.

5.3.6

Initialization of Weights and Biases
The method the NN Toolbox in Matlab uses to initialize weights and biases for

each layer is the same for both the FFNN and LRN. For these networks, the weights and
biases for each layer are initialized according to the Nguyen-Widrow (NW) initialization
algorithm [49]. This initialization method can only be applied to layers that have a bias,
perform a dot product for the weight function, and have a transfer function with a finite
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active region [49]. If layers of the FFNN and LRN do not meet all of the above
requirements, the weights and biases are randomly initialized. Consequently, the NW
initialization procedure is only applied to the hidden layers of both the FFNN and LRN
since these layers have a finite active region of -1 to 1, defined by the hyperbolic tangent
sigmoid function. On the other hand, since the linear transfer function, which has an
infinite active region, is used as the transfer function for the output layers of both the
FFNN and LRN, the weights and biases for this layer have to be initialized randomly.
The NW initialization algorithm still has a degree of randomness, but is different
from a pure randomization, because the algorithm initializes weights and biases so “that
the active region of a layer’s neurons are distributed evenly across the input space” [49].
Hence, the NW initialization method has a few advantages over pure randomization.
First, few neurons are wasted as each neuron is in the input space. Second, the training
process works faster because neurons are spread evenly over the input space, minimizing
large jumps [49].

5.4

5.4.1

Development of a Steady-State Model

Need
The need for a steady-state model is reflected in the overall design goal of the

FFEPU control system, which is based in a coordinated boiler-turbine control scheme.
Under this scheme, the boiler and turbine are controlled simultaneously through a
common unit load demand

.

To meet the requirements of this scheme, the

reference governor generates four set-points (power, pressure, re-heater temperature, and
super-heater temperature) that reflect the common Euld. However, these four set-point
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demands only reflect the desired output of the FFEPU in steady-state. The reference
governor is also responsible for generating the twelve control valve actions
that correspond to the four set-point demands

. In

order to do this, the reference governor needs to be able to map control inputs
to steady-state plant outputs

. Therefore, in order to

successfully map inputs to outputs, a steady-state model of the plant is needed each for
power, pressure, re-heater temperature, and super-heater temperature.
Normally, mathematical equations that describe the steady-state operation of the
plant could be developed and used as the steady-state model, but for a large-scale power
plant with many subsystems, achieving such an analytical representation is extremely
difficult. This thesis, therefore, proposes the use of an ANN, specifically the FFNN, to
obtain the steady-state model of the plant.

In the sections below, the process of

generating valid steady-state data that is representative of the entire FFEPU’s operating
range is described. This data is ultimately used to train the feed-forward neural network.

5.4.2

Steady-State Data Generation
Before the feed-forward neural work can be developed into a steady-state model,

training data from the FFEPU has to be obtained. This training data has to reflect steadystate operating data for the FFEPU over its entire operating range. The process for
generating the steady-state data is exactly the same as the process described in Section
3.3.2, which is the process used to determine the power-pressure window.

In this

process, the first step consists of generating all feasible operating points for the FFEPU
that satisfy all imposed constraints [13], [21]. An operating point consists of an inputoutput pair, where for the 600 MW FFEPU, an input consists of the twelve control valves
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, shown in Table III, and an output consists of the four desired set-point
demands
To find all feasible operating points, the FFEPU has to simulate power output
responses for various different set-points according to a certain set-point pattern that
covers the entire operating range of the plant. This pattern is described below:
•

First, the power set-point is decreased at a step of 10 MW from 600 MW
to 290 MW.

•

For every power set-point, the pressure set-point is decreased at a step of
50 psia from 2400 psia to 1650 psia.

•

For every pressure set-point, the temperature set-points are decreased at a
step of 20

from 1050

to 850

.

The above pattern from [30] is the same pattern used to generate the power-pressure
window, shown in Fig. 13. Once all feasible operating points have been collected, each
point has to be evaluated to determine whether or not it meets the qualifications of a
steady-state operating point. From [30], a feasible operating point is a steady-state
operating point if when simulated by the FFEPU, the power output follows the power setpoint

within 500 seconds and the steady-state error is less than 1 MW. Once each

feasible operating point has been evaluated and enough steady-state operating points have
been collected for the entire operating range of the FFEPU, the equivalent data can then
be configured for the next step in the steady-state model development process.
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5.4.3

Steady-State Network Creation and Configuration
Before training of the ANN can begin, the steady-state FFNN has to be created

and configured to be compatible with the steady-state operating data that was generated.
Four FFNNs are used to develop steady-state models that correspond to power, pressure,
re-heater temperature, and super-heater temperature set-points. Each FFNN has a similar
architecture to the general FFNN shown in Fig. 55, and consists of two layers, one hidden
and one output.

For each FFNN, the number of neurons in the hidden layer was

determined by:
,

(22)

which was proposed in [51], [52] as the minimum number of neurons necessary to obtain
good performance in a typical FFNN. As a result of (22), each FFNN effectively has the
same configuration with twelve inputs, twenty-five neurons in the hidden layer, one
neuron in the output layer, and one output corresponding to one of the four respective setpoint demands. Fig. 59 shows an example of the configuration each FFNN shares. The
number under input, and output in Fig. 59 denotes the number of elements. Likewise, the
number under hidden layer and output layer denotes the number of neurons located in
each layer.

Fig. 59: Steady-State FFNN Configuration.
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Once each FFNN has been properly configured according to the structure of the
steady-state training data, the initial weights and biases for the hidden layer are initialized
according to the NW initialization algorithm, and the initial weights and biases for the
output layer are initialized randomly. After this is done, the training process can begin.

5.4.4

Steady-State FFNN Training Procedure
The steady-state training data consists of pairs of inputs, which are the twelve

constant control values, and outputs, which are the FFEPU set-point demands. The
purpose of the training step in the steady-state model development process is to learn the
relationship between the inputs and outputs the FFNN is presented with. This is done by
modifying the interconnection weights and biases of the neurons within the layers to
optimize the network performance, which for the FFNN, is determined by the mean
squared error function [49]. The mean squared error (MSE) function is characterized by
the following:
(23)
where t are desired target outputs, a are FFNN outputs, and N denotes the number of
outputs.
In the NN Toolbox, training is either implemented in an incremental process or a
batch mode process. In an incremental process, the weights and biases are updated after
each input is applied, whereas in an batch mode process, the weights and biases are
updated after all the inputs have been applied to the FFEPU. Note one input in the above
context consists of one input-output pair in the steady-state training data. Batch mode
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training is used for each FFNN in this thesis, primarily because of its tendency to be
faster and produce smaller errors [49].
There are numerous training algorithms that can be used to optimize the mean
squared error function in (23), but for the FFNN, the Levenberg-Marquardt (LM)
backpropagation algorithm is used to optimize (23) between the input-output pairs. This
algorithm is characterized by the following update [49], [53]:
(24)
where J is the Jacobian matrix that contains first derivatives of the network errors with
respect to the weights and biases, e is a vector of network errors, and

is a scalar

controlling the behavior of the algorithm.
The value

is adapted every iteration of the training procedure. After each

reduction in the performance function (23),

is decreased by

and is increased by

only when the step would result in an additional reduction in the performance
function [49], [53]. This

adaptation allows the LM algorithm to approximate both

Newton’s method and the gradient descent method depending on the current
performance. As

is increased, (the algorithm is seeking to improve (23)) and as

gets large, the LM algorithm approximates a gradient descent method.

However,

Newton’s method is more desirable because it is faster and more accurate near local
minima [49], [53]. Hence,

is decreased whenever possible, since Newton’s method is

approximated by the LM algorithm when

is small. If

gets too large, it is an

indication that the training process is not performing well and the training procedure
stops. For this thesis, the maximum

was set to 1 x 1010.
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The LM training process continues to adapt the weights and biases of the network
until one of the following conditions is reached:
•

The maximum number of epochs (iterations) is reached

•

The maximum amount of time is reached

•

Performance as determined by (23) is minimized to the goal

•

The performance gradient falls below the minimum gradient

•

>

(indication of poor training).

For each steady-state FFNN employed in this thesis, the maximum number of epochs was
set to five hundred, the performance goal was set to zero, and the minimum gradient was
. After the training process has been completed for each FFNN, each

set to

FFNN is validated with validation data to test the validity of the network. Section 5.6
shows the results of each FFNN’s validation checks.

5.5

5.5.1

Development of a Dynamic Model

Need
In the previous section, the primary goal in the development of the steady-state

models for power, pressure, re-heater temperature, and super-heater temperature, was to
find a steady-state value, whether it was power, pressure, or temperature, for every set of
constant control valves

in the FFEPU operating range.

The

development of these networks allowed the reference governor to generate set-point
trajectories and determine optimal control valves that could be sent to the FFEPU via the
feed-forward and feedback controllers. This process alone, with the addition of initial
manual tuning to find optimal gains for the feedback controllers, would be enough to
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provide adequate control to the FFEPU. However, this system would also be limited and
rigid, incapable of adapting to changing and additional requirements that could be placed
on the plant.
Manual tuning of the PI gains is one of the main reasons why the above system
would be rigid. Since manual tuning is very cumbersome, requiring lots of time and in
some cases must be repeated in different scenarios, it makes the reality of performing the
process of completing the task, online, nearly impossible. To fix the problem and to
make the FFEPU capable of adapting to different environments and added requirements,
this thesis proposes a gain optimizer, which implements gain tuning for optimal feedback
control. The gain optimizer, through the use of a heuristic optimization algorithm (DE),
evaluates candidate PI gains in search of optimal PI gains. However, in order to properly
evaluate PI gains, the gain optimizer needs an analytical mathematical representation of
the plant to compute performance criteria such as steady-state error, overshoot, etc. [29].
For a large-scale power plant, such as the 600 MW FFEPU, achieving such an
analytical mathematical representation is extremely difficult and sometimes an equivalent
model is not very accurate due to too many conservative assumptions. As a result,
another method is needed to obtain a dynamic model. This thesis uses a dynamic ANN,
specifically the LRN, to approximate the dynamic model of the FFEPU.

The

development process for generating a dynamic model for the FFEPU is described in the
sections below. The first step in this process involves generating valid dynamic training
data that is representative of the entire FFEPU operating range.
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5.5.2

Dynamic Model Data Generation
The 600 MW FFEPU is made up of thirty-three subsystems that are distributed

between the following four modules: boiler module, turbine module, condenser module,
and feed-water module. Table II shows the subsystem breakdown between the modules.
To properly generate a dynamic model for the FFEPU, each one of the distributed
subsystems has to also be modeled. This effectively means that the equivalent dynamic
model for the FFEPU consists of thirty-three different dynamic models that represent the
respective distributed subsystems. Each one the subsystems is connected with several
inputs and outputs of other subsystems, which means that input-output data for each
subsystem has to initially be generated in a synchronous manner [30]. This section
describes the process that was used to generate training data for each subsystem.

5.5.2.1 Regions of Operation. To properly train each of the thirty-three ANNs
that make up the dynamic model of the FFEPU, data has to be generated such that the
dynamics of each subsystem are captured over the entire operating range of the plant.
The operating range of the plant, defined by power, pressure, and temperature limits, is
essentially the power-pressure window shown in Fig. 13.
This thesis, in order to generate representative data over the entire range, divides
the power-pressure window into a number of different regions, which are defined by
different power and pressure ranges [29]. Even though the full range of the power plant
is from 190 MW to 600 MW, this thesis only operates the plant from 450 MW to 600
MW. This smaller range is divided into eight different regions to cover the entire
operating range. Fig. 60 shows the regions of operation for the FFEPU.
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Fig. 60: FFEPU Regions of Operation.

To properly cover each region, a pre-determined number of random points are
picked in each region, where each point (E, P) corresponds to a certain desired steadystate power and pressure level. After each (E, P) point has been generated, the next step
in the generation process is to find control valves that correspond to the generated (E, P)
points in each region. The end objective of this process is to simulate the FFEPU from
point to point in each region, recording input-output data for each of the thirty-three
subsystems to capture the dynamics of the overall plant in each region.

5.5.2.2 Point to Control Search. Before the FFEPU can be simulated from point
to point in each region and input-output data recorded for each subsystem, control valves
that correspond to each point have to first be found. In a normal situation with a smallscale power plant, the control valves could be determined from the inverse steady-state
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mathematical representation of the plant; however, with a large-scale power plant, such a
representation is often difficult to obtain. To remedy this problem for the 600 MW
FFEPU, this thesis employs a PSO search algorithm to find the twelve control valves that
correspond to each (E, P) point.
The PSO algorithm employed in this situation is different from the HPSO
algorithm employed in the reference governor. In the reference governor, the goal was to
find optimal control valves that satisfied the multiple conflicting requirements of the
FFEPU as defined by (1). These optimal control valves were then mapped to power,
pressure, and temperature set-points via the steady-state FFNNs. In this section however,
the goal is to find control valves such that the following objective functions are
minimized:

(25)

where

and

represent the (E, P) point in each region and

and

represent the output of the steady-state FFNNs.
After generating control valves for each (E, P) point with the PSO search
algorithm, the FFEPU can then be simulated from point to point.

5.5.2.3 FFEPU Data Simulation. Once all the above steps have been completed,
the FFEPU can then be operated in each region, jumping from point to point until all the
input-output data has been recorded. A total of twenty random points were generated in
each of the eight regions. Fig. 61 shows the resulting point distribution within the powerpressure window. Each point in the eight different regions represents a different steadystate power and pressure value. Hence, it is very crucial that the FFEPU be in steady106

state for each region before the data generation process starts. To meet this criterion, the
FFEPU is simulated for 1000 seconds at the first random point in each region before it is
allowed to jump to the next point in the corresponding region.

Fig. 61: Random point distribution in each region of power-pressure window.

Once the process does starts, the FFEPU simulates each point in the region for a total of
one hundred seconds before switching to the next point in the region. While this is
occurring, input-output data for each of the thirty-three subsystems in the regions is
recorded. This data is ultimately used to train the LRNs that will be used to model each
subsystem. Fig. 62-65 show some examples of the FFEPU operation between points in
selected regions.
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Fig. 62: Forced Draft Fan Subsystem’s Air Flow Rate through 3 Points in Region 1.

Fig. 63: Drum Subsystem’s Water Level through 3 Points in Region 2.
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Fig. 64: Primary Super-heater Subsystem Pressure through 3 Points in Region 3.

Fig. 65: Primary Super-heater Subsystem Outlet Temperature through 3 Points in Region 4.
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5.5.3

Dynamic Network Creation and Configuration
After input-output data has been generated for each subsystem in every region of

the FFEPU operating range, the creation and configuration process for each LRN can
begin.

5.5.3.1 Dynamic Training Data Format. There are a total of thirty-three LRNs,
one for each subsystem, which are created and configured according to the size of the
respective subsystem’s training data.

Each subsystem’s training set consists of a

collection of input-output points, the size of which is different for every subsystem in the
FFEPU. Nevertheless, every subsystem’s inputs and outputs are presented to the LRN in
the same manner, as shown in Fig. 66.

Fig. 66: Input-Output Relationship for LRN.

where

is the current input,

is the current output, and

is the time-

delayed output. Thus the input to every respective LRN would consist of the current
inputs and time-delayed outputs from the respective subsystem’s training data. For
example, the first subsystem in the boiler module is the forced draft fan subsystem, which
accepts six inputs and produces five outputs, some of which are inputs to other
subsystems in the FFEPU. Therefore, an example input presented to the LRN which
models the forced draft fan subsystem would consist of the current inputs (6x1 vector)
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and time-delayed outputs (5x1) vector. Once each subsystem’s training data has been
presented to its LRN in the manner shown in Fig. 66, each LRN can then be properly
configured according to the size of the data.

5.5.3.2 Dynamic LRN Architecture. Each LRN has a similar architecture to the
general LRN shown in Fig. 58, with one hidden layer, one output layer, and one time
delay equal to one time step (ts). The number of neurons in the hidden layer of each
LRN, however, is determined by (22), which depends on the number of inputs to each
subsystem. Likewise, the number of current outputs each subsystem has determines the
number of neurons in the output layer of each LRN. Fig. 67 shows the LRN architecture
for the forced draft fan subsystem.

Fig. 67: Forced Draft Fan LRN Architecture.

5.5.4

Dynamic LRN Training Procedure

5.5.4.1 Sequential vs. Concurrent.

Dynamic ANNs can either be trained

sequentially or concurrently depending on the type of application.

In a sequential

method, the training input is turned into a sequence where every element of the sequence
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corresponds to a different time step [49]. In a concurrent method, inputs are presented to
the network, iteratively, in the same manner as Fig. 66.
In order to simulate the dynamic LRN after sequential training has been
implemented, a sequence of inputs in time would have to be presented to the ANN. The
network would then produce an output sequence that would represent the dynamics of the
system the ANN was modeling. Training with sequential data is usually the method used
with dynamic networks, however, the method is not appropriate for this thesis because of
the way the LRNs are used in the gain optimizers.
To state again, this thesis implements gain tuning, which requires dynamic ANNs
to evaluate candidate PI gains for optimal feedback control. Therefore, in order to
properly evaluate potential PI gains, feedback control has to be applied to each module of
the FFEPU. The feedback control actions for each module are generated at each time
step and then are added to the feed-forward control actions to affect the module output.
Thus, if feedback control is to be applied, there is no way to know, beforehand, the full
input sequence to a given subsystem LRN. Since a sequentially trained LRN requires an
entire input sequence to produce a corresponding output sequence, the method is not
applicable for the application in this thesis. A concurrent method, on the other hand,
allows for feedback to be applied at every time step and for the response of the system to
the feedback to be evaluated with performance criteria such as steady-state error,
overshoot, etc. [29]. Because of this reason, this thesis trains each LRN concurrently.

5.5.4.2 Training Input and Process. The goal of the training step in the dynamic
network development is to learn the relationship between the inputs and outputs that
make up the training data for each subsystem. This training data is presented to each
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LRN as a set of input vectors and target vectors, where the input consists of current
inputs and time-delayed outputs. For example, the forced draft fan subsystem, located in
the boiler module, has six inputs and five outputs. Therefore, one training input for this
subsystem would consist of an 11x1 input vector, made up of a current input (6x1 vector)
and a time-delayed output (5x1 vector). This combined vector and desired target vector,
made up of the current outputs, would then be presented to the LRN as training data to be
learned by the network.
Once each set of training input and target vectors has been presented to the
respective LRN, training of each LRN can begin. The training process for the dynamic
LRNs is the same as the steady-state FFNN training process presented in Section 5.4.4,
except for the initialization of certain training parameters. For each one of the thirtythree dynamic LRNs, the maximum number of epochs was set to one hundred, the
performance goal was set to

, and

was initialized to 0.001.

Each one of these networks was successfully trained and validated against FFEPU
generated validation data. The validation results for the dynamic LRNs are presented in
Section 5.7 and Section 5.8.

5.5.5

FFEPU Module Representation

5.5.5.1 Combining the Subsystem LRNs.

A distributed coordinated-control

scheme is applied to the FFEPU, which allows for each of the four modules (boiler,
turbine, condenser, and feed-water) to be controlled asynchronously. In each module’s
gain optimizer, the dynamic model of each respective FFEPU module is obtained by
combining the dynamic LRNs for the subsystems contained in their respective module.
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Since some subsystem outputs are inputs to other subsystems in the same module, the
dynamic LRN’s in each module are arranged in the same order as their physical layout in
the FFEPU. Fig. 68-71 show each module’s full representation.

Fig. 68: Boiler Module Combined LRN Model.

Fig. 69: Condenser Module Combined LRN Model.
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Fig. 70: Turbine Module Combined LRN Model.

Fig. 71: Feed-water Module Combined LRN Model.
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5.6

Validation of Steady-State FFNNs

In this section, the validation results, shown in Fig. 72, are shown for each of the
steady-state FFNNs used to map control inputs
, pressure

, re-heater temperature

to a steady-state power
, and super-heater temperature value

. Each of these FFNNs was validated against randomly generated steady-state
operating data.

Fig. 72: Validation of Steady-State FFNNs for Power, Pressure, and Temperature.

5.7

Validation of Dynamic LRNs

To validate each of the dynamic LRNs, the FFEPU was simulated through
random points chosen from the power-pressure operating window in Fig. 13, and inputoutput data for each subsystem was recorded. Specifically, in the following figures, the
corresponding input data was presented to each of the subsystem LRN’s to produce
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output data. Fig. 73 shows the random (E,P,T) step inputs generated for the following
validation procedure.

The goal of the validation process is to show that the LRN

generated output data matches the output of the original FFEPU subsystem output data.
Figs. 74 - 83 show examples of the validation procedure for some of the subsystems in
the FFEPU.

Fig. 73: Random Power, Pressure, Temperature (E,P,T) Step Points for Validation Procedure.
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Fig. 74: Validation of Air Flow Rate from Forced Draft Fan Subsystem.

Fig. 75: Validation of Turbine Speed from Generator Subsystem.
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Fig. 76: Validation of Main Steam Flow Rate from Steamchest Subsystem.

Fig. 77: Validation of Outlet Temperature from Re-heater Subsystem.
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Fig. 78: Validation of Spray Flow Rate from Primary Super-heater Subsystem.

Fig. 79: Validation of Deaerator Pressure from Deaerator Subsystem.
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Fig. 80: Validation of Enthalpy Output from LP Feed-water Heater Subsystem.

Fig. 81: Validation of Enthalpy Output from HP Feed-water Heater Subsystem.
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Fig. 82: Validation of Furnace Pressure Output from Furnace Gas Subsystem.

Fig. 83: Validation of Enthalpy Output from Condenser Subsystem.
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5.8

Validation of Full Combined NN Model

The following figures below show the validation results of the full combined LRN
model, which includes the boiler module LRNs, turbine module LRNs, condenser module
LRNs, and feed-water module LRNs. Fig. 84 shows the power output validation of the
combined NN model; Fig. 85 shows the pressure output validation of the combined NN
model; and Fig. 86 shows the re-heater and super-heater temperature validation of the
combined NN model.

Fig. 84: Validation of Power Output in Full Combined NN Model.
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Fig. 85: Validation of Pressure Output in Full Combined NN Model.

Fig. 86: Validation of Re-heater/Super-heater Temperature Outputs
in Full Combined NN Model.
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The goal of the combined NN model is to approximate the dynamics of the real
physical 600 MW FFEPU so that one can relatively predict what the output of the plant
will be without running the actual plant. In Fig. 84, the difference between the power
output of the actual plant, which is the same power output shown in Fig. 42, and the
power output of the combined NN model is relatively small. The power output is by far
the most important output of the FFEPU, which is consistent with and reflected in the
priority of the load tracking objective function defined in (1). On the other hand, the
pressure and temperature responses of the combined NN model, shown in Fig. 85 and 86,
have slightly greater differences than the pressure and temperature outputs of the actual
FFEPU, which are the exact same responses shown in Fig. 43 and Fig. 44, respectively.
The reason for this difference is most likely attributed to one of the individual subsystem
LRNs that make up the combined NN model. Each LRN in the combined NN model is
an approximation of the dynamics of a certain individual subsystem in the actual FFEPU,
and though highly reliable, the LRN is not a one hundred percent accurate representation
of the individual subsystem.

Nevertheless, Fig. 84-86 do show that LRNs of the

individual subsystems that make up a large physical power plant can be combined to
approximately model the behavior of the full physical power plant.
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CHAPTER SIX
Gain Optimization and NN Adaptation Process

In this chapter, the gain optimization process, which is the process used to tune PI
control gains in the feedback controllers, and the online adaptation process, which is used
for updating both the dynamic neural networks and steady-state neural networks, are
described. Section 6.1 gives an overview of the motivation behind the gain optimization
procedure and the online adaptation procedure. Section 6.2 gives an overview of the gain
optimization process for the FFEPU under consideration. Section 6.3 details the online
adaptation process for updating the dynamic neural networks and steady-state neural
networks.

6.1

Motivation

One benefit of the MAS control system is that different features can be added to
the control system as needed to improve the overall operation of the power plant. One
area where control of the FFEPU can be improved is in gain tuning. The PI controller is
the most widely used feedback controller in the power plant industry today, mainly
because of its simple use, relatively cheap implementation, and good performance and
reliability [56]. The use of PI control loops in feedback controllers are more than
satisfactory when it comes to providing efficient power plant operation. One caveat,
however with their use lies in their requirement of optimally tuned gains, which the
controllers need to produce feedback control actions. Determination of these optimal PI
gains is a long and complicated process, evident in the many complicated tuning methods
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developed over the years [56]. Without optimally tuned gains, PI controllers are not
effective in providing optimal feedback control. While there do exist methods for finding
optimal PI control gains, these methods are not acceptable for real-time implementation
in a MAS because of the immense time requirements involved in the tuning procedures
[55].

Hence, a better tuning procedure is needed if real-time gain tuning is to be

implemented in the FFEPU.
Gain optimization through the use of heuristic optimization algorithms, such as
the DE algorithm, is used by this thesis to solve the problem of online gain tuning. These
algorithms, detailed in Chapter 4, have been used in [30] for PI gain optimization and
were shown to produce reliable and accurate results. This particular implementation
allows gain optimization to be implemented in real-time, which in turn adds elements of
robustness and adaptability to the FFEPU operation. The process of gain optimization is
detailed in the following section.
The gain optimization procedure in this thesis uses a search algorithm to find
optimal PI control gains for the feedback controllers of the FFEPU control system. In
order to properly search, the algorithm has to evaluate candidate PI control gains with an
equivalent dynamic model that is representative of the power plant. This realization of
this dynamic model was detailed in Chapter 5. Once the model has been attained, the
gain optimization procedure can be implemented. However, while the actual FFEPU is
in operation, its operating environment can begin to change and become quite different
from the environment where the dynamic model is valid. As a result, to keep the gain
optimization process working, the dynamic model should be updated accordingly to
reflect the changed operating environment of the FFEPU.
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The reference governor process also utilizes a model of the FFEPU to generate
steady-state set-point trajectories and control valve actions for the FFEPU operation. Just
as the dynamic model of the plant can become invalid depending on the operating region
of the FFEPU, the same can happen to the steady-state models that the reference
governor uses, which requires that a method be in place to update the steady-state models
as the operating environment of the plant changes.
This chapter outlines a method that addresses the adaptation and update of both
the steady-state models of the FFEPU and dynamic model of the FFEPU. This method
can be implemented in real-time, which allows the operation of the FFEPU to not be
disrupted, adding to the flexibility of the overall system. This method is detailed in later
sections of this chapter.

6.2

Gain Optimization

Gain optimization, like feedback control for the FFEPU, is distributed between
the four modules (boiler, turbine, condenser, and feed-water) of the FFEPU. This means
that each gain optimizer optimizes and tunes PI control gains for its respective feedback
controller and is responsible for sending the PI control gains to its respective feedback
controller. The primary tool that allows the gain optimizers to tune gains is the DE
algorithm, which is a heuristic optimization search algorithm.

Each DE algorithm

evaluates candidate PI gains for its respective feedback controller using a dynamic model
representation of the corresponding FFEPU module. The DE algorithm was chosen over
the PSO algorithm because of the fewer evaluations per candidate gain in the search
process. The DE algorithm only needs one evaluation per iteration of the search whereas
the PSO algorithm requires two evaluations per iteration of the search. The sections
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below describe, in detail, the tunable PI gains for each feedback controller and the
performance criteria that each gain optimizer uses to evaluate the performance of
candidate PI gains.

6.2.1

PI Controller Form and PI Gain Form
Each feedback controller for the different modules of the FFEPU consists of

several PI control loops with a configuration similar to the one shown in Fig. 87.

Fig. 87: PI Controller Configuration.

The specific PI control loops for each controller can be found in Chapter 2. Each PI
controller in this thesis has a standard form that is characterized by the following:

(26)

where u is the control signal, e is the control error,
the integral time. Hence, the integral term

is the proportional gain, and

is directly related to

is

through the

following:
.
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(27)

Thus, the following tunable PI gains for each gain optimizer that will be presented are
equivalent to the proportional gain (

6.2.2

) for each respective PI controller.

Boiler Gain Optimizer Agent
The boiler gain optimizer agent is responsible for tuning five PI control gains (one

for each major control loop) located in the boiler feedback controller. These control
loops are the air flow control loop (shown in Fig. 33), fuel flow control loop (shown in
Fig. 34), furnace pressure control loop (shown in Fig. 35), re-heater temperature control
loop (shown in Fig. 37) and the super-heater temperature control loop (shown in Fig. 36).
As evident in the above control loop figures, each loop has more than one proportional
gain

. It is therefore important to note that the five tunable PI control gains for the

boiler gain optimizer represent the proportional gains in the PI control portions of the
above mentioned boiler control loops. The other proportional gains in each control loop
are constant and are not involved in the gain optimization process for this thesis.
However, if deemed necessary, these other proportional gains can be added to the gain
optimization in the future.
The DE algorithm that is used to search for the optimal PI control gains modifies
each gain in the appropriate search space to find the set of gains that yields the best
performance. The search space for the boiler gain optimizer is made up of the upper and
lower range for each PI control gain. Table VI summarizes each module’s PI control
gains and shows each gain’s upper and lower range. In the boiler gain optimizer, the
performance of each set of candidate gains is determined from the sum-squared error
between pressure demand and pressure output, temperature demand and re-heater
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temperature output, and temperature demand and super-heater temperature output. The
squared sum of the boiler feedback controls generated during the simulation is also
included in the performance result. The set of boiler PI control gains with the best
performance (lowest overall cost as determined from the criteria above) is used as the
optimal set of PI control gains, which is then sent to the boiler feedback controller.

Table VI: FFEPU PI Control Loops and Gains.

Control Loop

PI Control Gain

Boiler:
Air Flow
Fuel Flow
Furnace Pressure
Re-heater Temperature
Super-heater Temperature
Turbine:
Load Control
Condenser:
Condensate Control
Feed-water:
Boiler Feed Pump
Feed-water Flow

6.2.3

Lower Upper
Range Range

KC1AR
KC1FL
KC1FN
KC1RH
KC1SY

2.0
2.0
-2.25
4.0
8.0

4.0
4.0
-0.25
15.0
15.0

KC1TR

0.0

11.0

KC1DV

8.0

12.0

KC1FT
KC1FV

0.0
1.0

2.0
4.0

Turbine Gain Optimizer Agent
The turbine gain optimizer agent is only responsible for tuning one PI control gain

located in the turbine feedback controller. Specifically, the PI control gain (KC1TR) is
located in the load control unit of the turbine control loop, shown in Fig. 39, and has a
lower range of 0.0 and an upper range of 11.0.

In the turbine gain optimizer,

performance is determined from the sum-squared error between power demand and
power output, pressure demand and pressure output, and temperature demand and re-
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heater temperature output. As in the boiler gain optimizer agent, the squared sum of the
turbine feedback controls generated during the simulation is also included in the
performance. From these performance criteria, the turbine gain optimizer uses the DE
algorithm to search for the optimal PI control gain.

6.2.4

Condenser Gain Optimizer Agent
The condenser gain optimizer agent is also only responsible for tuning one PI

control gain located in the condenser feedback controller. This one PI control gain
(KC1DV) is located in the condensate control loop, shown in Fig. 40, and is directly
responsible for regulating the error between set-point water level and deaerator measured
level [30]. It has a lower range of 8.0 and an upper range of 12.0. The performance
criterion in the condenser gain optimizer is slightly different from the criteria used in the
boiler and turbine gain optimizers. Because none of the set-point outputs are directly
accessible from the condenser output, the error between the set-point demands and setpoint outputs cannot be used in the performance criteria. As a result, only the squared
sum of the condenser feedback controls generated during the simulation is used as the
performance criterion.

6.2.5

Feed-water Gain Optimizer Agent
The feed-water gain optimizer agent is responsible for tuning two PI control gains

located in the feed-water feedback controller.

These PI control gains, KC1FT and

KC1FV, are located in the boiler feed-pump control and feed-water flow control sections
of the feed-water control loop, shown in Fig. 41. KC1FT has a lower range of 0.0 and an
upper range of 2.0; KC1FV has a lower range of 1.0 and an upper range of 4.0. The
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performance situation in the feed-water gain optimizer is similar to the condenser gain
optimizer in that none of the set-point outputs are accessible directly from the feed-water
module output. As a result, the feed-water gain optimizer uses the squared sum of the
feed-water feedback controls generated during the simulation as its performance
criterion.

6.2.6

Gain Optimization Simulation
This section shows the results of each gain optimizer’s process for a typical

scenario that could be present in the FFEPU MAS. Whenever the gain optimizer for each
module determines that the feedback gains for its module need to be optimized, a
representative

input step curve is generated. One example of this

be the one shown in Fig. 88.

Fig. 88:

Step Input Curve.
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curve could

This curve represents the desired area of FFEPU operation that optimized gains
are needed for. From this curve, the additional set-points of pressure
, and optimal control inputs

, temperature

that correspond to the set-points

are generated. Once each gain optimizer has completed this process, each gain optimizer
can begin searching for optimal PI control gains. Fig. 89-92 show the performance cost
of each gain optimizer during the DE algorithm search procedure.

Fig. 89: Performance Cost of Boiler DE Algorithm Process.
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Fig. 90: Performance Cost of Turbine DE Algorithm Process.

Fig. 91: Performance Cost of Condenser DE Algorithm Process.
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Fig. 92: Performance Cost of Feed-water DE Algorithm Process.

6.2.7

Gain Optimization Results
The following figures show the results of the FFEPU coordinated-control system

applied to the FFEPU with the optimized gains determined from the simulation above.
Fig. 93 shows the resulting FFEPU power output after gain optimization was performed;
Fig. 94 shows the resulting FFEPU pressure output after gain optimization was
performed; and Fig. 95 shows the resulting re-heater/super-heater temperature outputs
after gain optimization was performed.
In these figures, the outputs of the FFEPU are compared with the outputs of the
FFEPU control system, shown in Fig. 42-44, and the outputs of the NN combined model,
shown in Fig. 84-86. After gain optimization, the power output of the FFEPU improved
significantly, as evident in Fig. 93. It is a little harder to distinguish the gain optimized
pressure result from the pressure output of the FFEPU control system in Fig. 94, partly
because the pressure response from the FFEPU control system was already good.
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Fig. 93: FFEPU Power Output after Gain Optimization.

Fig. 94: FFEPU Pressure Output after Gain Optimization.
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Fig. 95: FFEPU Re-heater/Super-heater Temperature Outputs after Gain Optimization.

As far as the temperature responses are concerned, gain optimization improved
the re-heater and super-heater temperature responses significantly, bringing the outputs
closer to the shape of the demand. Also shown in Fig. 93 – 95, are the combined NN
model outputs for the FFEPU. These combined NN model outputs (power, pressure, reheater/super-heater temperatures) correspond to the same outputs in Fig. 84-86 at the end
of Chapter 5. The explanation for these results is also given in Chapter 5.

6.3

NN Adaptation Process

The steady-state NNs that the HPSO algorithm in the reference governor uses to
evaluate candidate control valves and the dynamic NNs that the DE algorithm in the gain
optimizer uses to evaluate candidate PI control gains both have to be updated or adapted
to the changing operating environment of the physical FFEPU. In order to do this,
operating data from the physical power plant has to be collected, analyzed, and used to
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retrain the networks. The update procedure method that this thesis employs consists of
the following steps, all of which are described below:
•

Collection of operating data

•

Analyzing the operating data to determine whether it is a steady-state
operating point or dynamic operating point

•

6.3.1

Retraining the respective neural networks with the new operating data.

Collection of Operating Data
Before the NNs can be updated, actual operating data from the plant has to first be

collected. While the FFEPU is being controlled by the FFEPU control system, plant data
is collected and stored for later analysis. This data collection process is not an inherent
ability of the FFEPU control system, but rather one of the tasks of the intelligent
(database and monitoring) agents in the MAS. These agents are discussed in Chapter 7.
The data that is collected consists of three layers of input-output data from the
FFEPU. The first layer consists of the overall system input, which consists of the four
set-points

and twelve control valves

, and the

overall system output, which consists of power (E), pressure (P), re-heater temperature
(RT), and super-heater temperature (ST). The second layer consists of module inputs and
module outputs from the boiler, turbine, condenser, and feed-water modules. Finally, the
third layer consists of subsystem input-output data for each of the thirty-three distributed
subsystems of the FFEPU. Data is collected in this way so as to best account for the way
the steady-state FFNNs and dynamic LRNs are trained. The steady-state FFNNs mainly
use the first layer input-output data for training and the dynamic LRNs use the third layer
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input-output data for training. Fig. 96 shows an example of the data layer configuration
in the FFEPU.

Fig. 96: FFEPU Data Layer Configuration.

6.3.2

Operating Data Analysis
Once operating data has been collected and stored, the next step in the adaptation

process involves analyzing the operating data to determine whether the data is
representative of a steady-state operating point or dynamic operating point. Because the
operating data reflects the actual operation of the plant, most of the data is actually
dynamic data that can be used to update each of the thirty-three subsystem LRNs.
Determination of steady-state operating data, however, is more difficult. The criterion
for steady-state data is that the error between the power set-point

and power output

(E) be less than 1 MW [30]. Also before the operating point can be classified as a new
steady-state operating point, it has to be compared to its previous and future states in the
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data set. For example, the intelligent agents in the MAS would have to determine
whether the new candidate steady-state operating point was truly a steady-state operating
point or just a dynamic operating point that happened to meet the steady-state criterion at
that particular instance in time.

Once the intelligent (monitoring) agent correctly

determines the state of all the operating data, the next step, which involves the actual
updating of the NNs can begin.

6.3.3

NN Retraining
Once the above two steps have been completed with respect to the preparation of

the operating data, both the FFNNs and LRNs can be updated. There is one primary goal
of the retraining procedure. First, the objective of the adaptation process is not for the
FFNN or LRN to over learn for any one particular operating point, which would cause
the FFNN or LRN to forget what it has already learn. Instead, the goal of the adaptation
procedure should be to train so as to maintain the overall generality of the entire FFEPU
operating range. With this goal in mind, there are two parameters in the Matlab NNT that
provide the user with control of the update performance. The first parameter is the
learning rate, which can be used to limit the degree to which the network updates its
weights for the particular piece of operating data. The second parameter is the number of
iterations, which can also be configured to prevent the network from over-training. Both
of these parameters can be used to maintain the overall generality of the FFEPU
operating range and at the same time incorporate new operating points into the operating
range.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
Multi-Agent System (MAS) Development

In this chapter, the development of the multi-agent system (MAS) for the FFEPU
is described and the results of its implementation are given. Section 7.1 explains the
motivation and need for a MAS system.

Section 7.2 presents and describes the

background concepts of a MAS. Section 7.3 outlines some of the basic architectures for
MAS. Section 7.4 explains the development of a single agent and agent organization for
application to the FFEPU. Section 7.5 explains the different agent types and roles and
describes how they interact in the FFEPU MAS.

Section 7.6 presents the MAS

communication protocol that agents in the MAS use to interact with each other. Section
7.7 describes the FFEPU MAS simulation and Section 7.8 presents the results of the
FFEPU MAS simulation.

7.1

Motivation

One of the main problems this thesis tries to solve is the issue of how to make an
optimal flexible control system for a power plant so that the plant is able to adapt to
different situations and at the same time satisfy numerous conflicting requirements with
optimal operation. In this thesis, the solution to this problem was approached in two
parts. First, a reference governor, feed-forward controller, feedback controller and gain
optimizer, were developed. All of these control modules make up a coordinated-control
scheme, and together provide optimal operation of the FFEPU. However, in order for the
coordinated control scheme to be flexible, adaptive, and robust, the scheme needs to be
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distributed among the modules (boiler, turbine, condenser, feed-water) of the FFEPU,
applying asynchronous control to each module. Thus the second part of the solution
deals with how to make the control system adaptive.
There are numerous requirements that must be satisfied in order for the FFEPU
control system to be adaptive, flexible and robust. Since the FFEPU consists of many
interconnected, coupled subsystems, the subsystems have to be able to interact with each
other, which requires that the distributed control elements be able to interact with each
other also. In order for the distributed control system to asynchronously control the
modules of the FFEPU, each module control system has to be able to operate in parallel.
The control system should also be flexible enough so that new control elements with
added functionality can be implemented without negatively affecting the rest of the
overall system.

Likewise, the system should also exhibit graceful degradation in a

situation where key control elements become incapacitated [19].
Typical control methodologies that take a centralized approach or loosely
decentralized approach cannot meet the above requirements and at the same time provide
optimal operation. Instead, this thesis proposes using a multi-agent system (MAS) to
deal with the complexity of the distributed coordinated-control scheme. There has been a
recent interest in the use of MASs for power engineering applications, mainly to solve
complex distributed and modeling problems in the power industry [13], [18]-[21], [25],
[29]. This interest has led to many MAS applications in control and monitoring systems
[25], [56]-[64].
This thesis presents a MAS that consists of several intelligent agents responsible
for implementing the different control elements of the distributed coordinated-control
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scheme. By incorporating the distributed control scheme in a MAS, the FFEPU can be
flexible, robust, and extensible. The following sections describe the MAS system used to
incorporate the FFEPU control system.

7.2

MAS Background Concepts

To properly understand the development of the MAS used to control the FFEPU,
it is important to first understand the basic concepts and foundation of a MAS. These
concepts revolve around the definition of an agent, its environment, and its main
properties that distinguish it from other existing systems.

7.2.1

Single Agent
According to Wooldridge in [65], an agent is simply “a software (or hardware)

entity that is situated in some environment and is able to autonomously react to changes
in that environment.” The environment is everything that is external to the agent and
may be a physical environment, as in an actual power plant, or it may be a software
environment, as in a cluster of computer servers [19].

The agent, situated in the

environment, has the ability to alter the environment through actions the agent takes. In a
physical environment, such as a power plant, the action could be the opening or closing
of control valves to change the output of the plant. In a software environment, the action
could be the storage of data in a database so that other elements in the environment can
access the data.
The ideal agent, however, does not depend on its environment; the agent is
inherently distributable and can perform its function no matter what environment it is
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situated in. This property of agents lends itself to another characteristic of agents,
autonomy.
There have been many interpretations of autonomy and its proper definition
throughout MAS literature [65]-[67]. These definitions range from control over one’s
actions in the most general case to acting in response to some stimuli in the strictest case.
Despite, the many interpretations, however, autonomy in the agent context has generally
been understood as the “the ability to schedule action based on environmental
observations” [19].
With the above definition, naturally the question arises as to how an agent is any
different from a number of existing systems today. As it turns out, there is not much of a
difference between agents and other systems. One example of this given in [19] is a
power relay, which is situated in a power system (environment) and reacts to changes in
voltage and current (showing a degree of autonomy). Hence to distinguish the MAS
from these systems and to show that a MAS is suited towards solving the flexibility
problems of the FFEPU control system, a better definition of "an agent" is needed.

7.2.2

Intelligent Agent
The introduction of a new class of agents, intelligent agents, allows the MAS to

be distinguishable from other existing systems. Intelligent agents have the same goaldirected behavior of regular agents but they also have the ability to flexibly communicate
and interact, a property that sets them apart from other agents. This extra property, called
a flexible autonomy, is described by the following characteristics [19], [29], [65].
•

Reactivity: The reactive ability of an intelligent agent is characteristic of the
agent’s ability to react to a number of different situations in a respectable
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amount of time, where the reaction is based on the current situation and the
agent’s goal [19].
•

Pro-activeness: An intelligent agent’s pro-activeness describes the ability and
willingness of an agent to complete its goal no matter what the circumstances
are. An agent will even dynamically change its behavior in order to complete
its goal [19], [65]. For example, if an agent needs data from a data-supplying
agent in order to complete its goal and the data-supplying agent is no longer
available, it will search for an alternative data-supplying agent that supplies
the same data.

•

Social ability:

Intelligent agents are capable of interacting with other

intelligent agents in the environment. This interaction though is of a social
nature, and not just for means of transferring data [19].

Agents can

communicate with each other to determine the best way to solve a problem.
•

Flexibility: The flexibility characteristic of an intelligent agent refers to the
ability of an agent to change to perform other tasks [29]. For example, if
agent A notices that agent B’s task is not being fulfilled, agent A has the
ability to change in order to perform agent B’s task.

Because of this

flexibility and an agent’s ability to be social, intelligent agents’ roles are by no
means static; they can be place anywhere in their environment to perform any
task that is necessary. The agents are theoretically only limited by the scope
of their environment.
•

Robustness: Robustness for an agent reflects the degree of adaptability the
agent possesses. An intelligent agent has the ability to adapt to unexpected
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circumstances [29], such as the loss of another intelligent agent or the lack of
system resources required to complete its goal. When other intelligent agents
with this property are put together, the resulting network of agents will exhibit
graceful degradation (instead of system-wide failure) in the event of a single
failure.
An agent with these properties really distinguishes himself from other system elements
that are only able to function and react under certain conditions. It is these intelligent
agents that form the foundation of the MAS.

7.2.3

MAS Definition
A MAS is simply a system comprised of two or more intelligent agents [13], [18],

[19], [21], now referred to in the rest of this thesis as agents. One of the founding
principles of a MAS is that no one agent has knowledge of the overall system goal. Each
agent only knows his/her task, the completion of which contributes to the completion of
the overall goal. Through the cooperation and flexibility aspects of each agent, the agents
work together, unbeknownst to the fact that they are contributing to an overall global
result.
This principle is based in a modern view of artificial intelligence, which uses
organized social structures present in nature as a metaphor for methods of interaction
between agents.

This modern view is different from the orginal classical view of

thinking where one central brain, akin to the isolated thinker, is responsible for making
each and every decision. As a result, with a modern approach, the MAS is more robust
and can adapt to a variety of different situations.
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7.3

MAS Architecture

Designing agent architectures to satisfy both the founding principles of a MAS,
described above, and the design goals of the system, such as the one presented in this
thesis, has led to different ideas about how agents should be designed and implemented.
Some of these different agent architectures include belief desire and intention (BDI)
agents, reactive agents, agents with layered architectures, and model-based programming
agents [20], [68], [69]. Most of these architectures either fit within two categories, which
are deliberative agent architectures and reactive agent architectures [19]-[20], [65], [69].
The biggest discrepancy between these two categories is based on how much knowledge
or capability a single agent in the system is allowed to have. Both of these architecture
categories, with their strengths and limitations, are discussed below.

7.3.1

Deliberative Agent Architecture
Designing a MAS to meet a certain desired goal through the emergent behavior of

a collection of agents is a difficult task. The reason for this is that it is often impossible
to predict what the emergent behavior will be from assigning a limited task to each agent.
Thus, in an effort to depart from one of the founding MAS principles, the concept of
deliberative agents was introduced [69].
Deliberative agents are situated somewhat in the middle between purely reactive
agents and the (know all do all) agents with the ability to perform the entire system goal.
Each deliberative agent has an entire view of their immediate environment and their
behavior, from perception of a goal to execution, is carried out in the following five
stages: planning, information gathering, coordination, scheduling, and execution [70].
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Hence the deliberative agent puts a little more reasoning into each action and has
knowledge of how its action will affect the entire system.
However, deliberative agents are not without their limitations also. There are
generally two main problems when it comes to designing deliberative agents [69]. The
first issue deals with the translation of the real world (environment) into a symbolic
description that underlies the decision process of each behavior stage. This translation
process must occur each time the deliberative agent’s environment changes and is often a
slow process [69].

The other problem is that the reasoning process (consisting of

planning, information gathering, coordination, scheduling, and execution) is a slow
process also. These two problems make the implementation of a MAS consisting of all
deliberative agents difficult.

7.3.2

Reactive Agent Architecture
Reactive agent architectures were developed to be consistent with the principle

that no one agent has knowledge of the whole system or the ability to complete the entire
system task. Each reactive agent is still intelligent, however, the behavior of each agent
is more stimulus driven instead of the reasoning driven behavior associated with
deliberative agents [69]. This architecture allows for the design of reactive agents to be
fairly simple, since each agent does not have to view the entire environment and only has
to be associated with a simple task. However, the simplistic nature of reactive agents is
also what limits their implementation in MASs.
In a reactive agent system, the collective completion of agent tasks produces an
emergent behavior, which ultimately solves the goal of the system. The problem with
this concept is that the emergent behavior is hard to predict, and thus the task selection
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for each agent becomes just as complicated. Another problem with reactive agents is that
the agents cannot see the results of their actions on the environment, which in a huge
system could lead to system failure if agent tasks are not properly assigned and agent to
agent interactions are not properly defined. All of these problems make implementing a
MAS with just reactive agents chaotic and extremely difficult.

7.3.3

Hybrid Layered Architecture
It is evident from the problems associated with the deliberative architecture and

reactive architecture presented above, that a MAS should not be implemented with a
purely deliberative approach or a purely reactive approach [65], [69]. Because of the
problems associated with the two, there has been recent interest in using hybrid-layered
architectures, architectures consisting of both reactive and deliberative agents in layers.
In a hybrid-layered architecture, the layers usually correspond to an information
responsibility hierarchy, where higher layers deal with information at increasing levels of
abstraction and responsibility [65], [69]. Likewise, the agents in each of the layers have
abilities that correspond to the level of responsibility in the corresponding layer. For
example, in a three-level hierarchy that is typical of most applications, the lowest layer
would be responsible for handling raw sensor data and mapping the data to a necessarily
output that could be handled by the other agents in the system [20], [69], [70]. This layer
would be filled with mainly reactive agents, since reactive agents are only concerned with
short-term goals and their behavior tend to be more stimulus driven [69]. In the second
layer, the level of information interaction increases and the layer would be responsible for
managing the proper distribution of data, determining which agents got certain data. This
layer could consist of both deliberative agents and reactive agents. Finally, in the highest
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layer, the agents would be responsible for managing the long-term goals of the system
and be responsible for coordinating the lower level agents [70].
The hybrid architecture in the example above, when designed correctly, maintains
the core principles of MASs and at the same time makes the design and implementation
of such systems feasible. Although some agents in the system have more knowledge and
capabilities than others, no one agent has the capability to realize the entire system goal;
instead the agents must cooperate and manage each other in order to complete the goal.
MASs incorporating the hybrid-layered architecture have been used in variety of
system applications [69].

In each of these applications, the design of the hybrid

architectures has been different with no clear suitable approach for designing power
control systems. Hence a MAS is needed which addresses the problem currently facing
the 600 MW FFEPU that is the subject of this thesis.

7.4

FFEPU MAS Design

In the above sections, the MAS architectures developed in [69] were not suitable
for the power control problem facing the 600 MW FFEPU. As a result, this thesis
presents a MAS control system that improves the operation of the FFEPU control system
through the cooperation of a group of intelligent agents situated in a hybrid-layered
architecture.

7.4.1

Architecture of Single Agent
In [25], [29], [30], [54], research was done to determine the best single agent

architecture that met the requirements for intelligence and also had the necessary
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requirements to be able to operate in a power system environment. As a result of this
research, the single agent architecture in Fig. 97 was developed [25], [29], [30], [54].

Fig. 97: Single Agent Architecture [25], [29], [30], [54].

This architecture represents the overall agent shell for each agent situated in the
power plant. Each agent has a preceptor and effector to communicate with the resources
in its environment (FFEPU) and a communicator, which allows for inter-agent
communication. The following example describes a typical scenario for any agent with
the architecture in Fig. 97.
First, information (or raw sensed data depending on the layer) enters the preceptor
from the environment. This information is then mapped into a scenario, which depends
on the agent’s current objective.

To reduce overhead and redundancy, the agents

communicate each of their current objectives to make sure multiple agents are not doing
the same plan. Once the scenario has been launched, the decision-making block chooses
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the best plan for the given scenario and objective. To execute the plan, each agent has a
toolbox of different algorithms that allow it to fulfill the plan. Once the proper algorithm
has been selected, the action is executed and the change communicated through the
effector back into the environment [13].
Each block in the single agent architecture fulfills one of the characteristics of a
flexible autonomy, which makes the agent intelligent. The preceptor and effector blocks
allow the agent to be reactive to a number of different situations. The communicator
block allows the agent to be social and coordinate goals and tasks, which makes the
overall system robust. Finally the decision-making block, which consists of different
scenario and plan alternatives, allow the agent to be flexible and adaptive to different
circumstances. However, this single agent architecture represents an abstract view of the
ideal agent in the FFEPU MAS. Implementing this agent still has to be done and is
described in a later section.

7.4.2

MAS Organization
To efficiently control the FFEPU, this thesis proposes organizing agents in three

levels (layers), which consist of a low level, middle level, and high level. Each level of
the MAS has a different functionality that defines the amount of control the agents have
over certain tasks in the system [29]. The organization also helps to conceptualize the
supervision hierarchy within the system and the breakdown of the agent roles in the
society [13].
The low level agents in the MAS are intelligent agents that are responsible for
implementing algorithms of the basic FFEPU control system; these agents are considered
the backbone of the entire system. The middle level agents in the MAS are the managing
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agents of the system, responsible for delegating agent tasks, monitoring agent
performance, and maintaining a database of information that all agents can access. The
high level agents are responsible for interfacing between human operators and the rest of
the system.

From the high level agents, parameters and objective changes can be

communicated to the rest of the agents in the system. Fig. 98 shows the proposed agent
hierarchy levels [29], [54].

Fig. 98: FFEPU MAS Overall Organization [29], [54].

Fig. 98 represents an abstract worldview of the hierarchy levels. In reality, however,
each level has a different formation, which is constructed to be compatible with the real
physical subsystems of the FFEPU. The structure of each level is explained below.

7.4.2.1 Low Level. As shown in Fig. 98, the proposed intelligent agents that are
situated in the low level are the feed-forward agent, feedback agent, neural network
agent, and gain optimizer agent. This representation, however, only applies to the entire
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power plant (FFEPU); the actual configuration, shown in Fig. 99, is distributed among
the four modules of the FFEPU. Hence, the low level actually consists of one feedforward agent, four feedback agents, four gain optimizer agents, and four NN agents,
where one of each type of intelligent agent corresponds to one of the four modules
(boiler, turbine, condenser, feed-water) of the FFEPU.

Fig. 99: Low Level Organization.

The agents in this level are responsible for implementing the basic distributed
coordinated-control process for the FFEPU, described in Chapter 3. The structure and
design process for each of these agents is described later in this chapter.

7.4.2.2 Middle Level.

The middle layer, as shown in Fig. 98, consists of a

feedback agent, delegation agent, and monitoring agent. The agents in this layer are
responsible for managing the coordination of the agents in the low level so that the
control of the FFEPU is optimized.

Thus, the actual configuration of this layer is

designed to be compatible with the structure of the low level agents that make up each
module in the FFEPU.

Such a configuration results in four database agents, four
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delegation agents, and four monitoring agents, where one of each type of agent manages
the corresponding low level agents in their respective module.

This middle level

configuration is shown in Fig. 100.

Fig. 100: Middle Level Organization.

7.4.2.3 High Level. The high level, show in Fig. 98, is the only layer where the
overall description matches the actual configuration. The interface agent in this level is
responsible for interfacing between the human operator and the rest of the agents in the
MAS, communicating any preference objective changes that the human operator wants to
implement.
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7.5

7.5.1

MAS Implementation in Matlab

Objective
The main objective of this section is to describe the implementation of the FFEPU

MAS design presented in Section 7.4. The primary obstacle to implementing the design
was the selection of a development environment that would allow for both the completion
of computationally intensive tasks and a communication protocol. Normally, MAS are
developed using Java Agent Development Framework (JADE), which is software
framework fully implemented in the Java language. JADE was developed specifically
for MAS and complies with specifications provided by the Foundation for Intelligent
Physical Agents (FIPA), which is the official standards organization for intelligent agents
and MASs [71]. The organization sets standards for everything related to intelligent
agents, from different agent hierarchies to specifications for agent communication, with
the ultimate goal of improving agent interoperability between systems. The problem with
using JADE as the development environment for the FFEPU MAS is that JADE does not
have tools that can handle the immense computationally intensive tasks that are required
in order to implement the FFEPU control process. As a result, another development
environment other than JADE is required.
This thesis proposes implementing the FFEPU MAS in the Matlab development
environment. There are two primary reasons for developing the MAS in Matlab. First,
Matlab has the tools in place to handle the heavy computational burden of the FFEPU
control system. Second, with the addition of the Parallel Computing Toolbox (PCT) in
Matlab, Matlab is capable of performing parallel operations, which allows for the
development of a communication protocol.
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The previous hurdle to communication

development in Matlab was the blocking behavior of the Java commands used to send
messages to and from different Matlab clients (agents). In order words, Matlab could not
perform other operations at the same time as communication; parallel computing solves
this problem. The following sections detail the development process in Matlab that was
undertaken to incorporate the FFEPU MAS.

7.5.2

Agent Shell
Every intelligent agent in the FFEPU MAS organization has the same common

architecture, which this thesis and [29], [54] call “the agent shell”. The agent shell,
shown in Fig. 101, is implemented in a Matlab environment with the help of the PCT and
consists of two parallel processing threads, which are a task thread and messaging thread.

Fig. 101: Agent Shell Architecture.

These two threads that make up the agent shell are the equivalent of the abstract single
agent architecture in Fig. 97. The task thread is responsible for executing the necessary
algorithms and scenarios that correspond to the agent’s current task. The task thread also
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is responsible for sending out messages to other agents in the MAS environment. The
messaging thread is responsible for handling all incoming messages to the agent, a
process that involves decoding each incoming message to determine the intent and
purpose of the message [29], [54]. The message thread constantly listens to messages
from the MAS environment, which allows the task thread to simultaneously execute its
necessary algorithms. Once the message thread decodes a message, and determines that
the task thread needs the message, it then forwards the corresponding message to the task
thread. However, if the message is something that the message thread can respond to
immediately, the message thread has the ability to respond to that corresponding
message. This capability of the message thread is designed to relieve some of the
communication demand placed on the task thread, so that the task thread is only required
to respond to important messages [29], [54]. The agents in the MAS use an Agent
Communication Language (ACL) to understand the messages sent back and forth in the
system. The ACL is based on the FIPA specifications for agent communication and the
structure and format of the ACL, used in this thesis, are explained in detail later in this
chapter.
The implementation of the agent shell in Matlab requires two threads because two
operations in Matlab, such as listening to messages and executing an algorithm, cannot be
performed at the same time without the help of parallel processing tools. However, the
above implementation allows the agent shell to realize the same properties as the single
agent architecture design.
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7.5.3

Agent Types
The different agent types proposed in this thesis consists of the interface agent,

delegation agent, monitoring agent, database agent, feed-forward agent, feedback agent,
NN agent, gain optimizer agent, and free agent [54].

7.5.3.1 Interface Agent. The interface agent is the highest level agent situated in
the high level of the FFEPU MAS hierarchy. The interface agent provides a direct link
between the operator and the rest of the system. For example, if the operator wants to
change the task of a lower level agent, the task change command would be sent to the
lower level agent through the delegation agent. The interface agent is also the only agent
that is initialized directly by the user; it does not start as a free agent.

7.5.3.2 Free Agent. Before an agent assumes a particular task or role, it begins as
a free agent [54]. The free agent is an empty shell that contains the algorithms for each
agent task. It also functions as a transition state that allows an agent to change from one
task to another task. When the system first starts, the free agent begins sending messages
to other agents in the MAS looking for each agent's task. If it does not find a delegation
agent, which is responsible for assigning tasks for the entire MAS, the free agent will
then check to see if another agent has begun the process of becoming a free agent. If not,
then the free agent will change its task to that of the delegation agent. This is possible
because the free agent has all of the necessary algorithms for every single agent task in
the FFEPU MAS [54]. If on the other hand, the free agent does find a delegation agent,
then the free agent will remain a free agent until a task is assigned to it by the delegation
agent [54].
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7.5.3.3 Delegation Agent. The delegation agent is situated in the middle level of
the FFEPU MAS hierarchy and is responsible for assigning tasks to all of the agents in
the system. The delegation agent knows which agents are more important than others, in
terms of necessity for control. It therefore makes sure these necessary agents are present
in the system, and if not, assigns the necessary tasks first. Once each task has been
assigned, the delegation agent is responsible for managing the agents to make sure each
agent is performing his/her task accordingly. If the delegation agent determines that a
certain task is not being fulfilled properly, it will reassign the task to a different agent or
group of agents to make sure the task is fulfilled [54]. Because the delegation agent plays
such an important role, the rest of the agents constantly check to make sure the delegation
agent is always present; if not, then one of the remaining agents will take over the
delegation's agent job.

7.5.3.4 Monitoring Agent. The monitoring agent is another agent situated in the
middle level of the FFEPU MAS hierarchy and is responsible for monitoring and
collecting FFEPU operating data. While the FFEPU is in operation, the monitoring agent
keeps track of control inputs and corresponding FFEPU outputs. It also keeps track of
inputs and outputs from every subsystem in the FFEPU. All of this data is used for
updating system info for the operator, training initial NNs for both the steady state
models and dynamic model, and retraining the NNs to reflect the changes in the FFEPU
environment. Updating the NNs with actual FFEPU operating data is important because
the initial NNs are only an approximation of the FFEPU operating range. As the FFEPU
begins to operate, its operating range can change, and thus updating the plant with
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representative data is crucial. Data that is not used to retrain the NNs is stored in files
that can be accessed through the database agent.

7.5.3.5 Database Agent. The database agent is the last agent situated in the
middle level of the FFEPU MAS hierarchy and is responsible for archiving data collected
by the monitoring agent into files that can be accessed by other agents in the MAS.
Access to the archived data is handled through the database agent, which responds to
message requests from other agents with the location of the particular data that was
requested. For example, the NN agent would request updated operating data from the
database agent to update its NN models [54].

7.5.3.6 NN Agent. The NN agent is situated in the low level of the FFEPU MAS
hierarchy and is responsible for updating and retraining steady-state NNs for the
reference governor and dynamic networks for the gain optimizer. When the monitoring
agent determines that a new NN is needed, it signals the NN agent, which uses the
necessary data stored in the database agent to retrain the NN. It then stores the new NN
back in the database agent so that the feed-forward agent and gain-optimizer agent have
access to it.

7.5.3.7 Feed-forward Agent. The feed-forward agent is another agent situated in
the low level of the FFEPU MAS hierarchy and is one of the vital control agents in the
FFEPU MAS. The feed-forward agent implements the reference governor process and
the feed-forward control process, both of which are crucial control steps in the FFEPU
coordinated-control system. When presented with a unit load demand (Euld) the feedforward agent performs multi-objective optimization to find optimized set-point
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trajectories for power, pressure, re-heater temperature and super-heater temperature and
optimized feed-forward control valve actions [54].

7.5.3.8 Feedback Agent. The feedback agent is situated in the low level of the
FFEPU MAS hierarchy and is responsible for implementing the feedback control process
in the FFEPU coordinated-control system.

The feedback agent calculates the error

between the optimized set-points it receives from the feed-forward agent and the current
outputs it receives form the FFEPU to calculate feedback control valve actions. It then
adds the feedback control actions to the feed-forward control actions, and sends the
resulting control valves to the FFEPU. The feedback agent also updates its PI control
gains after it receives them from the gain optimizer.

7.5.3.9 Gain Optimizer Agent. The gain optimizer, which is situated in the low
level of the FFEPU MAS hierarchy, is responsible for tuning and optimizing PI control
gains for the feedback agent. When the error between the power plant output and
demand gets above a certain threshold, the gain optimizer uses differential evolution to
search for better PI gains using a dynamic model of the FFEPU, obtained with NNs.
Once it finds better PI gains, it sends them to the feedback agent so the feedback agent
can begin generating better feedback controls to improve the operation of the FFEPU.

7.6

7.6.1

MAS Communication

Overview
One of the most important features and requirements for agent-to-agent

interaction is the ability for agents to communicate with each other. The agents improve
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the overall operation of the FFEPU by coordinating objectives and goals to maximize
each agent’s performance and completion of tasks. The communication scheme that
takes place in the FFEPU MAS consists of two types of communication, intra-agent
communication and inter-agent communication [29], [54]. Intra-agent communication is
the communication that takes occurs between the task thread and messaging thread in the
agent shell. Inter-agent communication is the communication that occurs in the MAS
environment between each agent. Both of these types of agent communication are
described below.

7.6.2

Inter-agent Communication
It is absolutely necessary that the agents in the MAS environment be able to

communicate with each other in order to coordinate and solve tasks collectively. To
effectively communicate, the agents must first be able to understand each other, which
requires some sort of common language.

Recognizing a need for a common

communication language, FIPA developed an agent communication language (FIPAACL) that effectively established a standard structure and protocol for agent
communication regardless of the system in which agents were situated.

7.6.2.1 FIPA-ACL. The FIPA-ACL message structure, described in Table VII,
consists of thirteen fields (parameters), which together specify the purpose of the
message, participants (sender and receiver(s)) of the message, content of the message,
and conversation control requirements [72]. Although the parameters in Table VII help
define a message, they all do not have to be used. In fact, after the MAS defines content
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language and ontology, only one parameter is required, which is the performative [72].
There are a total of twenty-two different performatives in FIPA-ACL [73].

Table VII: FIPA-ACL Message Structure.

Message Field
performative
sender
receiver
reply-to
content
language
encoding
ontology
protocol
conversation-id
reply-with
in-reply-to
reply-by

Description
Type of communicative act
Participant in communication
Participant in communication
Participant in communication
Content of message
Content language
Encoding of content
Ontology used
Protocol for conversation
ID for conversation control
Conversation control parameter
Conversation control parameter
Conversation control parameter

Every MAS that uses FIPA-ACL for its agent language defines two main parameters,
content language and ontology, that define how every MAS message in the system is to
be constructed and interpreted.
The content language parameter defines the syntax and grammar of the content
used in each FIPA-ACL message [72]. Currently, there are four major content languages
for which standards exist; these are semantic language (FIPA-SL), knowledge
interchange format (FIPA-KIF), research definition framework (FIPA-RDF), and
constraint choice language (FIPA-CCL). Out of these four content languages, FIPA-SL
is the most widely used, partly because it is the only one that has reached a stable
standard, whereas the standards for the other content languages are still changing.
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The ontology parameter sets the lexicon, which is used to interpret the content
language.

In particular, it describes the concepts of a domain and the relationship

between those concepts in a structured manner [74].

7.6.2.2 FFEPU MAS ACL.

The FIPA-ACL described above has many

capabilities, some of which are not necessarily applicable for the FFEPU MAS. As a
result, this thesis implements an ACL for the FFEPU MAS that is based on FIPA-ACL,
but is designed to fit the needs of the system. This implementation, however, still allows
for additional message capability to be added or changed as the FFEPU MAS changes.
The FFEPU MAS ACL message structure, shown in Fig. 102, contains five fields,
one of which is an optional field. These fields are analogous to the some of the same
fields in the FIPA-ACL message structure that defined the purpose and content of each
message. However, only five of these fields are necessary for the FFEPU MAS. The
description for each field shown below can be found in Table VII.

Fig. 102: FFEPU MAS ACL Message Structure.

The performative field defines the purpose or intent of the MAS message being
sent. For the FFEPU MAS ACL, there are a total of six different types of performatives
instead of the twenty-two different performative types in FIPA-ACL. The six different
performative types are the following [54], [73]:
•

Request-performative:

A request-performative message indicates that the

sending agent wants data or information from the receiving agent.

For

example, Agent A sends a request-performative to Agent B requesting either
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data to be sent back or a certain task to be performed, such as changing a
current objective.
•

Inform-performative:

An inform-performative message indicates that the

sending agent wants to send data or information to the receiving agent. This
performative is usually used to reply to messages with request-performatives.
For example, Agent B sends an inform-performative to Agent A with data that
Agent A requested from Agent B.
•

Subscribe-performative: A message with a subscribe-performative indicates
that the sending agent wishes to receive the most recent copy of a particular
piece of data any time the data is changed. For example, Agent A sends a
subscribe-performative to Agent B for sensor data. Agent B in turn would
send inform-performatives to Agent A with the updated data every time the
data changed. This performative is also used to keep track of agent locations
in the MAS environment.

•

Agree-performative: A message with an agree-performative indicates that a
message with a request-performative was accepted and that the requested task
will be performed. For example, Agent B sends an agree-performative to
Agent B in response to a request-performative from Agent A to change a
current objective.

•

Refuse-performative: A message with a refuse-performative indicates that the
requested task cannot be performed, either due to an agent malfunctioning or
overload of other requests. For example, Agent B is currently working on
another important task and receives a request-performative from Agent A.
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Agent B then sends a refuse-performative back to Agent A for the requested
task.
•

Not Understood-performative: A message with a not understood performative
lets the receiving agent know that the message was not readable due to either
corrupted contents or wrong intended receiver. For example, Agent A sends a
request to Agent B for data that Agent C has. Agent B would reply back to
Agent A with a not understood-performative.

To note, the above performatives are more than sufficient to provide effective agent
communication in the FFEPU MAS. However, as more demands are placed on the
FFEPU MAS, more capability in the ACL might be needed. This added capability can
easily be met by adding more performatives to the language bank of each agent.
The sender field of the FFEPU MAS ACL structure contains the identity of the
agent sending the message. The contents of this field include the Internet Protocol (IP)
address, port, and agent type of the sending agent.
The receiver field of the FFEPU MAS ACL structure contains the identity of the
agent receiving the message. The contents of this field are the same as the contents of the
sender field except with the IP address, port and agent type of the receiving agent.
The content field of the FFEPU MAS ACL structure contains the data or
information the message is trying to send or convey. The contents of the content field
vary depending on the purpose of the message and to whom the message is being sent. If
data is too large to be included in the content field, the field could point to the location of
the data instead. This field could also be empty if the performative conveys all the
necessary information. For example, the agree performative does not have a content
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field. For the refuse and not understood performatives, the content field could contain the
reason why the message was refused or exactly what was misunderstood about the
message.
The reply by field of the FFEPU MAS ACL structure is an optional field that is
used whenever a response to a certain message is critical and needs to occur immediately.
The recipient of a message with this field would place the message at the top of its
priority.

7.6.2.3 FFEPU MAS Communication Protocol. All of the agents in the FFEPU
MAS occupy certain computers that are all situated in a common network. That is, each
agent in the network occupies a certain computers and has a certain IP and port
associated with it. Inter-agent communication between these agents is achieved mainly
by sending messages over the network through network communication tools embedded
in Matlab.

There are two main network communication protocols, User Datagram

Protocol (UDP/IP) and Transmission Control Protocol (TCP/IP), which are used to
communicate with computers that use IPs for location. This thesis uses UDP/IP to send
messages across the network. The advantages and disadvantages of each protocol are
briefly explained below.
TCP/IP is a connection-based transport protocol that is layered on top of IP. TCP
is only responsible for disassembling the message into packets on the sending end and
reassembling the packets back into the message on the receiving end. IP, on the other
hand, is responsible for the actual transmission of the packets, which can occur in any
order and through any network route [75]. For every message transfer, the connection
between the two ends (sender to receiver) of the communication link must be established
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and maintained until the full message has been completely exchanged. Also, each packet
sent by TCP/IP is assigned a unique sequence number that is known by both ends of the
communication link. When a packet has been successfully transmitted, the receiver end
sends the sequence number back to the sender, acknowledging the complete transfer of
the packet. This aspect of TCP/IP makes TCP/IP a reliable protocol, as the sender knows
whether or not the receiver receives the message. TCP/IP, nevertheless, still has its
limitations too. Because of the connection requirement, it is impossible to broadcast a
message to multiple receivers at once, something with is desirable in large system when
more than one agent needs the same piece of information. Also, because agents are in
constant communication with each other, this effectively means that every agent must
open and maintain a connection with every other agent, which can bog down the
communication network as agents are added to the FFEPU MAS.
UDP/IP is a connectionless protocol that does not require a connection to be made
between the two ends of a communication link. With UDP, there is very little processing
that occurs with the transmission of packets, compared to TCP/IP. Message division into
separate packets, for instance, does not occur with UDP. Also it is up to the application
that uses UDP to determine whether or not the received packets are in the right order.
However, UDP’s lack of processing features makes it generally faster and more robust,
since it can used to broadcast messages to multiple ports at the same time.
Between the two protocols, TCP/IP is considered to be the more reliable only
because UDP does not make sure a connection is established before transmitting a
message. If a connection is established and maintained, UDP in practice is just as
reliable as TCP/IP [75]. In this thesis, every agent is dynamically given a unique sender
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and receiver port for the transmission of messages. These ports are initialized at the
beginning of each agent’s startup and are only closed when the agent ceases to function.
This implementation makes the UDP/IP protocol more appropriate, since it is faster and
more robust.

7.6.3

Intra-agent Communication

Table VIII: Message Tag List.

Message Tag Description
Common agent data
Boiler feed-forward controls
Turbine feed-forward controls
Condenser feed-forward controls
Feed-water feed-forward controls
Boiler module data
Turbine module data
Condenser module data
Feed-water module data

Tag ID
11
20
21
22
23
40
41
42
43

Every message sent through inter-agent communication enters the messaging
thread of each agent. Since the messaging thread and task thread operate in parallel, the
only way the task thread can receive messages is through intra-agent communication.
This communication between threads is accomplished through PCT embedded
communication commands. Through these commands, the message thread is able to
forward messages containing anything from data to task changes to the task thread. To
differentiate between the different messages, every message is tagged with a unique
integer identifier, so that the task thread is able to sort through various types of data.
Table VIII gives a summary of the message tags used by the intra-agent communication
protocol. The tags in Table VIII only represent what is currently used by the system; the
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tag list can be expanded and even revised as additional tasks are placed on the system.
With these tags, the different agents in the system are able to complete their respective
tasks.

7.7

FFEPU MAS Simulation

In this section, the basic FFEPU MAS simulation is described and the task of each
major agent type is outlined. The basic FFEPU MAS consists of four feedback agents,
one feed-forward agent, one delegation agent, and the interface agent.

Before the

simulation begins, a total of six computers are used, one computer for each type of agent.
A computer separate from the FFEPU MAS is used for the power-plant simulator.
In the simulation, the power plant simulator is initialized first with a predetermined set of initial conditions. This simulates the operation of an actual power plant
with a base-load before the control system is fully activated. Once the power plant
simulator is up and running, each agent in the FFEPU MAS is initialized as a free agent.
The main goal of the free agent is to continually search for an upper level manager, the
delegation agent, so that a necessary task can be assigned to the free agent.

If a

delegation agent is not found, free agents undergo the process shown in Fig. 103 to
determine which agent among them should become the delegation agent.
Whichever agent has the lowest IP out of all the free agents becomes the delegation
agent. This criterion, however, can be changed to a number of other considerations, from
best performance to greatest amount of resources. Regardless of the criterion, once the
delegation agent has been assigned, the delegation sets out to assign the rest of the
necessary tasks. As outlined in Fig. 104, the delegation agent contains a prioritized list of
critical tasks that must be performed to guarantee successful operation of the power plant.
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The delegation agent first begins by scanning the list of agents currently
performing critical system tasks. During this scan, if it finds a critical task that is not
being performed, that the delegation agent, as shown in Fig. 104, finds an available free
agent to assign the necessary task to. The delegation agent repeats this process until all
necessary tasks have been assigned.

Fig. 103: Free Agent Task Thread.

Once all tasks have been assigned, the MAS waits for an initial input (power
demand curve) from the user (interface agent) to begin. The interface agent sends the
unit load demand curve, which represents the power load demand for the upcoming day,
to the feed-forward agent, which in turn initiates the control system.
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Fig. 104: Delegation Agent Task Thread.

The Euld curve shown in Fig. 17 is also the Euld curve used for this simulation.
The feed-forward agent is responsible for completing the reference governor process,
which ultimately results in the generation of optimized set-point trajectories for power,
pressure, re-heater temperature and super-heater temperature. Fig. 19 -21 show these setpoint trajectories, respectively. As outlined in Fig. 105, the feed-forward agent calculates
the necessary feed-forward controls for the boiler, turbine, condenser, and feed-water
feedback agents. It then sends a message containing the respective feed-forward controls
to the feedback agents. The feed-forward agent then repeats the process for the next
given Euld.
When the boiler, turbine, condenser, and feed-water feedback agents receive the
feed-forward controls from the feed-forward agent, the feedback agents immediately
begin to calculate feedback controls based on the error between feed-forward data and
FFEPU output data.
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Fig. 105: Feed-forward Agent Task Thread.

The feedback task process, outlined in Fig. 106, represents the general feedback
process undertaken by the boiler, turbine, condenser, and feed-water feedback agents.
Each feedback agent waits for the first initial feed-forward input, before beginning the
process of calculating feedback gains. Once the initial feed-forward input has been
received, then each feedback agent, as shown in Fig. 106, calculates feedback gains based
on the error between the feed-forward data and respective power plant module data.
Each feedback agent constantly checks for updated feed-forward data and PI gain control
data to update its feedback control algorithm.
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Fig. 106: Feedback Agent Task Thread.

The agents described above are the critical agents needed to control the FFEPU.
Once the simulation has begun, the MAS and power plant simulator continually run
based on the Euld provided by the user until the user either sends a stop signal or the predefined Euld curve has been fully simulated. In the next section, the resulting power,
pressure, and re-heater/super-heater temperature outputs from the FFEPU MAS
simulation are shown.

7.8

FFEPU MAS Simulation Results

In this section, the power, pressure, and re-heater/super-heater temperature
outputs from the FFEPU MAS simulation described in Section 7.7 are shown. Fig. 107
shows the power output result; Fig. 108 shows the pressure output result; Fig. 109 shows
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the re-heater/super-heater temperature output results. These figures show that the overall
operation of the FFEPU can be improved in terms of following the set-point demands
generated by the reference governor. In Fig. 107, the FFEPU MAS power output is
compared with the FFEPU control system power output using optimized gains, and the
FFEPU control system power output without optimized gains. From this comparison, it
is evident that the MAS implementation with the use of optimized gains has improved the
result of the original FFEPU control system power output. In Figs. 108 and 109, the
same comparisons between the FFEPU MAS simulation, the FFEPU control system
using optimized gains, and the FFEPU control system without optimized gains are made
with pressure output and re-heater/super-heater temperature outputs, respectively. Again
in these comparisons, the use of the MAS improved the original FFEPU control system
with respect to pressure output and both temperature outputs following their
corresponding set-point demands more closely.

Fig. 107: FFEPU MAS Power (E) Output.
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Fig. 108: FFEPU MAS Pressure (P) Output.

Fig. 109: FFEPU MAS Re-heater/Super-heater Temperature Outputs.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
Conclusions

In this chapter, a summary of the research presented in this thesis is given,
conclusions are drawn from the results, and suggestions are made in respect to
opportunities in future research. Section 8.1 presents a summary of the overall research
and draws conclusions from the results. Section 8.2 presents some opportunities for
future research.

8.1

Summary and Conclusions

The goal of this thesis was to design and implement an adaptive, flexible, robust
control system built on a multi-agent system (MAS) foundation to address the problem of
rigidity in current power plant control systems today. This rigidity aspect of current
power plant control systems makes it hard for control systems to adapt to the additional
requirements placed on the power plant due to increased demand for more power and
increased environmental safety regulations. The approach taken to design the MAS
control system centered on two steps.

In the first step, a power plant control

methodology was designed, which focused on using heuristic optimization algorithms to
optimally control the power plant according to current objectives placed on the power
plant. In the second step, the power plant control system was embedded in a MAS
framework, which utilized intelligent agents to coordinate and control the different
control elements of the control system.
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One of the main concerns in the design of the power plant control system was
how to best design a control system that could take into account several conflicting
requirements placed upon it. The reference governor, presented in Chapter 3, tackled this
problem with the use of the HPSO algorithm, which is a heuristic optimization algorithm
that searches for the best set of optimal control values from the current set of objective
requirements. Another part of the power-plant control system design focused on tuning
and adapting PI control gains used in the feedback controllers. Normally, tuning is a long
and complicated process, but is absolutely crucial to the optimal performance of the
control system. This thesis presented the DE algorithm, another heuristic optimization
algorithm to tackle the problem of gain tuning. With the use of the algorithms presented
above and the distributed control approach to the four modules of the power plant, the
power plant control system was able to meet the operating requirements placed on the
power plant.
Also crucial to the implementation of an adaptive power plant control system was
the issue of determining a representative model, both steady-state and dynamic, for the
power plant that is to be controlled. This thesis presented a method in Chapter 5 for
determining such a representative model for both the steady-state and dynamic
representations of the power plant that is the subject of this thesis. Both of these model
representations were then validated against the mathematical power plant model, which
showed that they did, in fact, approximate the actual model.
Embedding the designed power plant control system in a MAS was critical to
realizing the distributed control approach. The intelligent agents in the MAS allowed for
the control system to be applied in an asynchronous, parallel manner, which increased the
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overall flexibility of the plant. The MAS was designed in Matlab with the use of the
parallel computing toolbox (PCT), which ultimately gave the intelligent agents the ability
to simultaneously listen and perform tasks.

A communication language was then

developed that allowed the agents to communicate, coordinate, and interact with each
other. The intelligent agents in the MAS have the ability to self-govern themselves to
determine where system resources should be dispensed based on the current performance
of other intelligent agents in the system and necessary tasks. Other intelligent agents in
the MAS system, proposed in Chapter 7, have the ability to monitor the overall system
performance, collect data, and analyze other crucial aspects of the system in order to
maximize the efficiency of the overall MAS. Through the collective work of all the
proposed agents in Chapter 7, the MAS can perform all of the tasks necessary to provide
a power plant using its control methodology with optimal operation.

8.2

Future Research

The ultimate goal for MAS control is for the control system to be applied in an
actual physical system under a real-world setting. There are three main areas in which
future research efforts can be focused in order to improve the current system. All of
these areas involve improving different areas of interaction within the system.
The first area focuses on the developed control system environment. The current
control system was implemented in Matlab mainly because Matlab has the ability to
handle large computational operations. Also with the addition of the PCT toolbox, the
agent design was realized since parallel operations could also be performed. However,
with this approach, there was significant overhead, which ultimately caused
communication and processing delays, hampering the effectiveness and scale of the
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overall system. In order for the MAS to be applied to a real-world system, the control
system needs to be developed in an isolated environment, specifically tailored to meet the
needs of the system. Such an environment could be met using microprocessors.
The second area involves the communication protocol, which is the core
component of the entire MAS. Currently, network communication protocols such as
TCP/IP and UDP were used for the MAS. However, if the system is to be deployed in an
actual physical environment, a better communication protocol, with decreased
communication delays is needed. This need may not be apparent in a small-scale MAS
implementation, but as the need for agents increases, and the interaction between agents
becomes more complex, a more advanced communication protocol will be central to the
success of such a system.
Another area in which the current system can be improved, which also touches on
the previous point, is in the interaction with the power plant model simulator. The power
plant simulator used in this thesis was also developed in a Matlab environment, but was
isolated from the MAS LAN network so as to simulate the environment of a real-world
system. This meant that communication with the power plant was achieved through the
use of network communication protocols. While Matlab does have the ability to handle
network communications, it was not designed solely for this feature, and thus several
improvements can be made to improve the communication link between the MAS and
power plant simulator. To better model a real-world scenario, the power plant simulator
needs to be placed in a device such as a real-time digital system (RTDS), which can be
thought of as a hardware implementation of a software system. With the use of such a
device, the overall development of a large-scale MAS can be improved.
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APPENDIX A
Nomenclature

A.1
K
C
Kc
Ktc
Z

A.2
A,a
E,e
F,f
G,g
Gc, gc
H,h
J,j
L,l
M,m
MW
N,n
P,p
Q,q
R,r
S,s
T,t
U,u
V,v
W,w
X,x

Prefixes
A constant
A control system variable
A control system constant
A control system time constant
Intermediate variable

Primary Quantity
Area, fan vane position
Effeciency
Friction factor, fraction
Accleration due to gravity
Units conversion factor
Enthalpy, heating value
Moment of inertia
Length
Mass
Power
Number, speed, frequency
Pressure
Heat transfer rate
Density
Slip, entropy, specific heat
Torque, temperature; temperature factor
Heat transfer coefficient, specific internal energy
Volume, voltage
Mass flow rate
Burner tilt, position, length, water level
Efficiency
Density
Function
Power Angle
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A.3
ah
ap
ar
at
bp
cn
cp
cr
cv
cw
dc
de
dr
dv
ec
fd
fl
fn
fp
ft
fv
fw
gg
gn
gr
gv
hp
hh
id
ip
iv
lh
lp
ps
rh
rp
rw
ry
sc
sh
ss
st
sy
sv

Components
Air heater (glycol)
Air pre-heater
Air
Atmosphere
Booster feed pump
Condenser
Condensate pump
Cross-over pipe
Governor control valve
Condensate (water)
Downcomer
Deaerator
Drum
Deaerator valve
Economizer
Forced draft fan
Fuel
Furnace
Boiler feed pump
Feed pump turbine
Feed-water valve
Feed-water
Gun
Generator
Gas recirculation
Governor control valve
High pressure turbine
High pressure feed-water heater
Induced draft fan
Intermediate pressure turbine
Intercept valve
Low pressure feed-water heater
Low pressure turbine
Primary super-heater
Re-heater
Recirculating pump
Recirculating water
Re-heat spray
Steam chest
Super-heater
Secondary super-heater
Stack
Superheat spray
Stop valve
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tr
tv
vf
vi
ww

A.4
a
bd
c
d
e
elec
g
i
isen
in
L
m
max
o
out
pu
r
s
sr
u
v
w
x
l

A.5
ldc
qvww
qylpo
ywgr
wg

Turbine
Throttle valve
Forced draft fan vane
Induced draft fan vane
Waterwall

Conditions
Air
Blowdown
Convective heat transfer
Difference, drop, change
Effective, average
Electrical
Gas, gun
Inlet condition, isentropic process
Isentropic
In, inlet
Lower limit
Metal, motor
Maximum
Outlet condition
Out, outlet
Per unit
Radiation, rated, ratio
Steam, supply line, seal
Steam return
Upper limit
Valve
Water
Extraction
Inlet condition

Exceptions
Load demand computer signal
Quality of steam leaving waterwall
Quality of steam leaving low pressure turbine
Water to gas ratio of flue gas
Flue gas flow rate
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APPENDIX B
Linear Transducers and Feedback Control Time Constants

B.1

Linear Transducers
Linear transducers are tools that can be used to convert physical variables from an

actual physical plant to control signal voltages that feedback controllers can understand.
They are also used for the reverse process to convert control signal voltages back into
physical variables. In the first conversion process, the linear transducer creates a control
signal that is a linear function of the measured physical input variable, according to the
following [6], [30]:
(B.1)

where c(t) is the control signal voltage, x(t) is the time-dependent variable,

and

are the respective control signal minimum and maximum voltages, and

and

are the respective minimum and maximum values of the time-dependent variable.
In the reverse conversion process, the linear transducer creates a physical variable
according to the following:
(B.2)
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B.2

Feedback Control Time Constants
Tables B.1-B.4 show the time constants used in the various feedback controllers

and actuator simulators for each module of the FFEPU [30].

Table B.1: Boiler Feedback Control Time Constants.
Controller
Combustion Control
Main Steam Pressure Control
Air Flow Controller
Air Actuator Simulator
Fuel Flow Controller
Fuel Actuator Simulator
Furnace Pressure Control
Furnace Pressure Controller
Pressure Actuator Simulator
Super-heater Temperature Control
Super-heater Temp
Controller
Spray Valve Actuator
Simulator
Re-heater Temperature Control
Re-heater Temp Controller
Burner Tilt Actuator
Simulator
Spray Valve Actuator
Simulator
Gas Recirculation Flow Control
Track Hold Integrator
Gas Flow Simulator

Time Constant
60
60
5
60
5
40
5
60
5

60
5
5

20

Table B.2: Turbine Feedback Control Time Constants.
Controller
Turbine Control
Load Demand Controller
Load Reference Motor
Control Valve Regulation
Control Valve Actuator
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Time Constant Rate Limits
1
1
0.1

10 %/m
10 %/s

Table B.3: Condenser Feedback Control Time Constants.
Controller
Condensate Flow Control
Deaerator Level Controller
Condensate Flow Controller
Deaerator Valve Actuator Simulator

Time Constant
40
120
5

Table B.4: Feed-water Feedback Control Time Constants.
Controller
Feed-water Flow Control
Drum Level Controller
Feed-water Controller
Feed-water Valve Actuator Simulator
Feedpump Turbine Flow Control
Feedpump Turbine Controller
Turbine Flow Simulator
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Time Constant
50
120
5
60
5
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